EDITORIAL FOREWARD

The 1955 issue of Social Process in Hawaii is Volume XVII of a continuing series starting in May, 1935, and continuing, with some exceptions, during World War II, to be published every year. It is the venture of the Sociology Club, the undergraduate organization of students interested in sociology. It has always had an intimate association with the faculty members of the Sociology Department, who have supported it by advice, editorial supervision, and contributions of articles.

Through the years there have been published in Social Process a wide range of articles. While a few are outstanding contributions to general fields of sociology, most of the articles have had application to the Hawaiian scene. Of these several have been attempts to relate general sociological concepts to Hawaiian situations. Others have been illustrative of "sociological recording," that is, the presentation with real insight of some aspect of social life in Hawaii. Of these, the majority are papers written by students in Sociology classes. Others are articles from contributors in the community.

Almost every issue has been organized around a major theme, such as the Family (Volume III), Assimilation (Volume V), The Effects of War on Hawaii (Volumes VIII and IX-X), Industrial Sociology (Volume XIV), and Religion in Hawaii (Volume XVI). The theme of the present issue is Social Problems in Hawaii, and relates to Volume XVII, which dealt with Social Disorganization, and had articles on racial prejudice, Honolulu barber girls, juvenile delinquency, desertion, and social work.

The whole series and several issues in particular have proven of great interest to students of Hawaiian life, especially in members of such professions as social work, writing, teaching, and journalism, and to tourists with more than average curiosity about Hawaii. In a real sense, it is true to say that Social Process in Hawaii has become a collector's item, and several issues are now out of print.

A book of readings containing a representative sample from the past issues is now in preparation.

The present issue contains eight articles, two by members of the faculty (Herman Yamamura and Hall), three by faculty-student joint projects (Henderson and students), Kirauma and Hormann, and three by undergraduate students (Ching, Sitta, and the anonymous one, which was written by a student of Japanese ancestry).

A variety of subjects has been included. Although there should not be looked at as "covering" the field, they are representative.

Bernard L. Hormann uses the Matayo-Palakalo case, at the present time still in the courts, as a device for analyzing how biases emerge and public opinion forms in this dynamite and heterogeneous community.

In "A Hard-Boiled Plantation Giant" the author tells at first-hand his experiences as an adolescent gangling at a time during World War II when the wider community did not have much time for the problems of local teen-age youth.

Benson Ching's little paper contrasts a city slum neighborhood, where his family lived for a period during the wartime housing shortage,
with the middle-class area with which she was identified both before and after this experience. Her contact is, interestingly, not completely favorable to the middle-class area.

"The Pool Shark" by Hichimi Nitta reports a series of interviews with confirmed addicts of the pool hall.

Robert Kinoyama with the assistance of Bernhard L. Hornam reports the working over of a large number of student accounts dealing with experiences in and reactions to the big early strikes of the new plantation union and the emergence of this powerful union.

In "Alcohol and Crime," Harold A. Jambor and his students evaluate through the actual records of Dahi Prison, the frequent and common assumption that alcohol is a primary cause of crime.

In "Correction or Confirmation," Jambor and another group of students used the records of the Department of Institutions to test a second commonly held view, namely that recidivism rates are unusually high among "graduates" of the boys' correctional institution. Douglas Yamasawa and Harry Y. Ball use their experience with the Honokula Reentry Control Survey of 1952 as an illustration of how scientific procedures can be used to clarify and specify a social problem by discovering its exact incidence.

The Editorial Staff is indebted to many individuals, who helped in the bringing out of this issue of Social Process, the advances, Professor Harold Jambor, Shulio Yama, Isamu Kinoyama, Mildred Endo, and others.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WILDER OR MAJOR-PALAKIKO CASE, A STUDY IN PUBLIC OPINION

The discovery in March, 1946, of the murdered body of an elderly Native woman belonging to one of the old families of Hawaii naturally aroused the community of Honolulu to a high pitch of excitement, particularly because it was soon apparent that death had occurred four or five days before the body was discovered in the home of the victim. Four days later, two Hawaiian escapists from Dahi Prison were captured. They were tried in June and July, found guilty of first degree murder, and sentenced to hang. After a series of appeals and a hearing, the governor on September 7, 1951, invoked the death sentence. This official act occasioned the sending of several petitions to the Governor asking for the commutation of the sentence to life imprisonment, and a few asking for the Carrying out of the original sentence. The Governor ordered a reprieve, but finally on September 19 upheld the original sentence, saying, "No new evidence has come to light." This started another series of appeals to the courts, accompanied by further expressions. A two-month habeas corpus hearing by the Territorial Supreme Court ended on December 12, 1951, and the Supreme Court unanimously upheld the first degree murder convictions. This action is still in appeal with the Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco, and in the meantime the two youths are awaiting execution of their original sentence.

The present discussion of the case will not be concerned with the legal aspects of the case, important as these are. Instead of a judicial concern with the Major-Palakiko case, ours here is twofold:

1. To use it as an index of race relations in Hawaii, and
2. To understand through it how issues arise and are handled in a complex, modern, urban community.

1. The Major-Palakiko case as an index of race relations in Hawaii.

The widespread interest in the Major-Palakiko case places it in a special category. It becomes a critical event around which there come to expression all kinds of latent feelings in the community. Like other dramatic court cases in Hawaii's history, this case has become a symbol to various component population elements in Hawaii, and if we can succeed in uncovering the various overlapping and conflicting meanings which this case has assumed to various groups, we can thereby clarify our picture of the social complexities of our community. Cases of this sort thus are splendid opportunities to get a sense of the realities behind what people in Hawaii

The present analysis of the Wilder or Major-Palakiko case is a reworking of Report No. 20 in the series, "What People in Hawaii Are Saying As Doing," issued in April 1952, and is based on the following materials: a newspaper clipping file, written comments from several classes in sociology and anthropology, notes taken at several discussions of the case, use by a group of University of Hawaii students, one by a group of recent graduate students, and two by an interclass group of professional people. Alongside, about fifty different persons were involved in these discussions. Several letters commenting on the earlier report were also used.
are saying and doing and they provide the sociologists with a technique for discovering latent group sentiments and attitudes, just because these tend to come to spontaneous expression in those crises which affect them.

The case is in this respect linked with several other cases which have been of a somewhat similar nature which reference will be made below.

What then has the Majaro-Palikiko case indicated about our community?

Many Hawaiian and part Hawaiian have taken a great interest in this case which involves two men of their own group. Observers who attended the Supreme Court review reported that the spectators were predominantly Hawaiians. Thus, one student observer wrote:

I noticed, however, that the majority of the people in the audience were Hawaiian, part Hawaiian, and Portuguese, many of them probably related in some way or other to either one of the convicted speakers.

In the thinking of some Hawaiian, the present case forms a decided contrast to the sensational rape and murder cases of the early Thirties, in which the relatives of the victim of the alleged rape were caught with the body of one of the defendants, Kahahawai. While it is true that the contrasts have been emphasized by the left-wing Honolulu Record and the Record's pamphlet, "The Navy and the Matter-Kahahawai Case," it is clear that the earlier case had already been linked with the present case by many Hawaiians before the Record called attention to the opposite outcomes. In the earlier case, a lower-class Hawaiian is murdered by upper-class Hulale, who are convicted of manslaughter, sentenced to a maximum of ten years imprisonment, and after an hour's detention allowed their freedom in the form of a communist's threats by the Governor; in the latter case, an upper-class Hulale is murdered by lower-class Hawaiian, who are convicted of first degree murder and sentenced to hang, and the Governor denies commutation. It is only natural that these, particular elements of the two cases, in such stark contrast, would be magnified by people who are by ties of kinship and ethnic background, sympathetic with Majaro and Palikiko and that other aspects, including important background events in each case, would be overlooked.

Other non-Hawaiian groups have also shown their interest. Members of the Chinese community, particularly those inclined to be suspicious of Hula, have inevitably seen differences between the official handling of cases involving Chinese and the Wilder case. As it happened, there had occurred two cases involving the death of Chinese peddlers in the same year, 1946.

The first of the two Chinese victims, a 46-year-old vegetable peddler, was attacked by two youths after he had stopped in a residential area to offer his products for sale. When he yelled, one of his attackers attacked the peddler's throat and the boy escaped, throwing away a small amount of money they had robbed. The peddler was taken to the hospital and seemed to be recuperating when he took a turn for the worse and died a little over a month after the attack. In the meantime, the youths had been charged with first degree robbery and pleaded guilty. No more serious charge was ever brought against the two youths.

The second victim, a 42-year-old pastry peddler, was attacked by unknown assailants, found unconscious in a cemetery, and taken to the hospital, where he died on the same day. This murder has never been cleared up.

To the Chinese residents in Hawaii, it would appear that far less attention has been paid to the Chinese victims than to the Hulale victim in the Majaro-Palikiko case.

The Japanese, in turn, think back to Hawaii's dramatic kidnapping and murder case of the late 1920's, in which the victim was a Hulale boy and the murderer a youth of Japanese ancestry who was finally hanged. Among some older persons of Japanese ancestry, resentment is still harbored at the inability of the courts to recognize extenuating circumstances in the case. How vividly the earlier case is remembered came out when a student of Japanese ancestry recently asked her mother about it:

"Sure, I remember. How can I forget? The poor boy kidnapped the son of the rich Hulale because ... they were going to kidnap the family out of their home. The boy went tobeg... but he was refused... it was really pitiful, you know."

I was surprised at my mother's strong feeling toward the issue. She seemed to feel it was a great injustice, although the issue was in the past, but some people like my mother still have great feelings about the issue. It must have affected the Japanese very much when it occurred.

The father of another student put it a little more picturesquely:

"Finally, the devil arose in J when his family's belongings were thrown out of the house because they did not keep up with the rent... J did confess to the murder and was sentenced to hang. So ended a sad tale for the two families."

At the time that the Supreme Court was reviewing the present case late in 1951, one of the Japanese language dailies editorially recalled the earlier case.

The following written comments by students make the same implication of a dual standard of justice:

I think that had it been that the victim was of Japanese or Filipino or for that matter, anything but Hulale, the men would have been given a life sentence.

-- Part Hawaiian male student

There were other cases in Hawaiian history where Hulale were freed after committing murder.

-- Chinese male student

If another had killed Mr. Wilder, there wouldn't have been such a reaction so that which is going on now, it is because these two are of another nationality.

-- Chinese female student

Due to the pressure of the "name" Hulale, the government officials seem to sway in their favor. I would rather like to see how the case would be tried by different people with no pressure from any one. Hulale or colored, to influence their judgments.

-- Japanese male student
If Majora-Palkis had killed a non-Hawaiian woman without planning beforehand, both the defendants, I am sure, would not be punished by hanging.

-Korean female student

Interestingly enough, the idea of dual justice has not always implied a Racial versus non-Racial clause. Such in 1931, one of the Honolulu Japanese language dailies presented an editorial under the caption, "A Dual Justice?" in which the editor described two murders "similar in nature. Yet, because in the one case the person murdered had been a Hawaiian youth, the guilty one is properly punished, but because in the other the victim had been a Filipino, the case is brought into an abyss of oblivion and the justice of the law is buried in darkness." Here the suggested difference is between native Hawaiians and foreign immigrants.

Today, however, the main concern over differential justice involves that between Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians and this situation is indicative of the fact that the major clause in Hawaiians is that separating the Racial group from the others. This clause is in part to be explained by the fact that the distinction between Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians has been, over a long period, not only a racial distinction, but also one involving social status.

Much of the feeling of non-Hawaiians against Hawaiians is directed against them, not because of their race, or even because of their culture, but because of their identification with the "Big Show," who, in the eyes of the "Racis-laiding" Hawaiians, "took their land away from them," and in the eyes of the non-Hawaiian immigrants, exploited them on the plantations.

It should be clearly recognized, as it is unfortunately not by many Hawaiians, that anti-Hawaiian feelings have become embedded in tradition and are passed on from generation to generation. Because of the real changes in Hawaii's social structure which are occurring, many of the inherited notions are now changing, and are beginning to be appreciated by the fact and awareness of change. As has already been mentioned, the drawing of contracts between such a race as the Japanese race and the present case is often anachronistic, because the contrast grows out of a wholehearted acceptance of differential justice. Beliefs have become prevalent which, although not always in accordance with the facts, are accepted and perpetuated, and thus assume the character of folk myths. For instance, the assertion is frequently made that no Racial has been hanged at Oahu Prison. Similarly, there are some people, Hawaiians as well as non-Hawaiians, who are convinced that no Hawaiian has been hanged and that none will ever hang. This notion is partly of superstitious nature but is also based on the realization that the Hawaiian can assert sufficient political pressure to prevent the hanging of persons of Hawaiian ancestry.

The following is the actual record of hangings at Oahu Prison since 1885:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Americans (Caucasian)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rican</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The entry of anti-Hawaiian feelings into tradition means, furthermore, that when we see them expressed, we must recognize them as natural and spontaneous, rather than as artificially manufactured for the situation. While in the present instance, there is no doubt that the left-wing group has used and perhaps intensified the "racial" interpretation, particularly within the Hawaiian community, it would be a gross error to assume that members of Hawaii's ethnic groups do not of their own accord revert in the manner described above.

To illustrate the divorce of these anti-Hawaiian feelings from left-wing manipulation a part-Hawaiian woman student may be cited, who feels that hanging is too severe a punishment arguing, "Did they murder Mrs. Winder intentionally? I think that the boy did not and that they had a "rough" break in the beginning of the case," and yet at the same time, this same person argues that "the safety of the Hawaiian Islands, economically and politically, the Communist movement in Hawaii must be stopped. Its influence will hinder the growth of democracy in our schools, business places, towns, and especially the home." Among the part Hawaiian students who answered a questionnaire of the Hawaii Social Research Laboratory, there were 34.1 per cent who felt that hanging was too severe a punishment and who at the same time felt that the Communist movement was a serious threat to the welfare of Hawaii.

The Defense Committee, self-appointed to promote the legal defense of Majora-Palkis, has had prominent politicians associated with it who are by no means left-wing. While some of the petitions asking the Governor to commute the sentence were circulated at the initiative of the Bowling and Symonds office, others had their origin with and were circulated by persons not remotely identified with left-wing activities, and the large number of signatures, about 10,000, can by no means be taken as a measure of left-wing strength in the community. One person who canvassed several lower-class neighborhoods for signatures reported that he found a sympathetic interest in the appeal in about half the homes. He found Hawaiians and Portuguese especially generous contributors, some of the former even thanking him for coming to them. (Incidentally, he found the greatest resistance in Japanese neighborhoods, where the householder was disinclined to contribute unless he knew that his neighbors were doing so too.)

In further support of the point that a Racial versus non-Racial interpretation was given the case long before the left-wing became actively interested in it, the writer has referred to the file of the Hawaii Social Research Laboratory, where there are to be found papers by students written a few months after the Winder murder. These reactions are obviously of an enforced character. One of them will illustrate their nature.

After a sentence of guilt of first degree murder had been pronounced by Judge Buck and jury, there was much discussion among my fellow workers at the office. One couple of survivors consisted of J. Y., a part-Hawaiian girl; H. K., a Korean; C. H., a Japanese; and myself, a Japanese. During our usual morning break we got to talking about the case.

J.Y.: "I don't think the verdict was a fair one."

H.K.: "Yeah, just because Mrs. Winder was Hawaiian, that Racial Judge is making sure that Palihi and Majora get nothing less than a death penalty."

C.H.: "The jury was made up of practically all Hawaiians. Only one Hawaiian and one Chinese, no fair."

---
The anti-Haleo feeling goes so far in the case of some of the underprivileged as to cause them to justify some crime against Haaleo with the rationalization, "They have it coming to them," or "It is really their fault." It is an exaggerated sort of Robin Hood approach. For example, a Hawaiian boy attending one of the public intermediate schools and living in one of the residential areas for people in the lower economic class remembered to his teacher quite unemotionally that the murdered woman was to blame for living alone in an isolated home.

The Haleo vs. non-Haleo cleavage is of course a matter of common knowledge. The Major-Palikiko case serves as a useful device to indicate that this cleavage has become the dominant one in contrast to the cleavages between the immigrant groups of different nationalities.

On the other hand, a study of reactions to the case also suggests that the cleavage of Haleo (vs. non-Haleo) is breaking down, as was argued by the writer in an article appearing in an earlier issue of this journal. Where it was argued that the development of a new middle-class composed of persons from all ethnic groups was breaking down the basic two-fold caste-like division in Hawaii's social structure.

In January, 1952, the Hawaiian Social Research Laboratory presented a questionnaire to two large introductory classes at the University of Hawaii, totalling 584 students, by whom there had been no discussion in class of the present case. The questionnaire was answered anonymously, each student providing only information about his ancestry, age, and sex. The following ethnic groups were represented: Hawaiian, Caucasian, Chinese, Japanese, and a smattering of Koreans and Filipinos. This group cannot, of course, be taken as a statistically valid sample of the population as a whole, but it may perhaps be taken as roughly representative of the new middle-class.

The results of this questionnaire are summarised in Tables I and II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. Percentage Reactions of University of Hawaii Students to Question: &quot;What do you think about the Major-Palikiko case?&quot; By Sex and Ancestry, January, 1952.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly in favor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly against</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No opinion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE II. Percentage Reactions of University of Hawaii Students to Question: "What does the Major-Palikiko case illustrate?" By Sex and Ancestry, January, 1952.

| Answers | Total | Males | Females | Hawaiian | Caucasian | All Others |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| Best American tradition of equal justice for all | 16.2 | 21.9 | 14.2 | 14.2 | 21.0 | 10.0 |
| Existence of two types of justice in Hawaii, one for Haleos, another for others | 30.6 | 33.8 | 27.5 | 32.3 | 30.0 | 29.4 |
| Average case of American justice | 45.8 | 33.8 | 50.5 | 50.4 | 45.8 | 47.5 |
| No Opinion | 7.2 | 6.5 | 7.8 | 17.4 | 25.0 | 6.3 |

Some differences in the responses of the groups are of course noticeable.

The results, however, suggest that although there are significant differences in the responses of the several groups, the differences are ones of degree rather than of kind. In every group every possible response is found, with the single and significant exception that no Caucasian claimed that the case represented the "best American tradition of equal justice for all." In studying the written comments of these students, which supplemented the formal questionnaire, one gets only occasional emphasis on race. Only a third of all students indicated the possibility of dual justice, and this proportion applied also to the Haleo students. All this suggests little preconception by these students with the cleavage between Haleo and non-Haleo.

One last point about the race relations angle of this case should be made before the discussion proceeds with the second aspect of this discussion.

Because these youths and several others recently involved in crimes are of Hawaiian ancestry, because the majority of the boys and girls at the two training schools are of Hawaiian and part Hawaiian ancestry, and because around 40 per cent of the Oahu Prison population is Hawaiian and part Hawaiian, the question naturally arises as to why the Hawaiians seem to be over-represented in juvenile and adult delinquency. (Their proportion in the total population, 1950 census, was less than 20 per cent.)

Several discussions on this question have merely reproduced many long current ideas about the Hawaiian today, but hardly anything of great value in providing the necessary insight into the inner world of Hawaiians who get into serious difficulties with the law. There is need for a detailed sympathetic case study of Hawaiian group life, including gangs and individuals who get into difficulty. Such studies must be made by people who are able to establish rapport easily with these people, who are of course reluctant to be 'investigated' by anyone who might be in league with officials. Many Hawaiians are bitter and resentful and their pleasant nature often hides feelings which non-Hawaiians would be shocked to find among
them. Unfortunately, persons who work administratively with delinquents are by the very nature of their jobs protected from getting this study. The leaders of the community particularly if they are white, are also not in a position to penetrate into the mental world of these people. But until that is done no effective community program can be worked out.

2. The Majoro-Palaskiko case as typical of the issue-forming process in modern mass society.

What has been said up to now indicates that issues such as those which the present case has aroused cannot be partly understood by reference to the racial situation in Hawaii.

It has already been pointed out that this case from the beginning has class overtones, and any event containing implications of class and race lends itself to left-wing interests, not to speak of the interest of non-left-wing liberals. Any case involving a question of capital punishment in, furthermore, an opportunity for expression of opposition to capital punishment on humanitarian and religious grounds.

In other words, almost from the beginning the simplicity of a straightforward murder case has evaporated, and instead we have a complex case involving several basic issues and implying on a number of important conflicting and overlapping interest groups in the community, including one finally, the ad hoc Majoro-Palaskiko Defense Committee, organized solely around the immediate issue of whether the death sentence should be committed in life imprisonment.

The murder, as it first broke upon the community, had the earmarks of a rather gruesome crime. There is no doubt that the community was generally aroused. The writer remembers the fear of unknown assailants which characterized some of his university women students during the short interval of four days before the probable perpetrators were identified and captured.

That the friends and acquaintances of the victim should be particularly concerned with the carrying out of justice was only natural. That this group of interested people was rather large and prominent was the inevitable consequence of the victim particularly if they were white. The Chamber of Commerce was one of the first organized groups to take a stand, as it did the day after the discovery of the body, by offering a reward of $1,000 for the apprehension of the murderer. (In the case of the Chinese peddler, whose murderers have never been discovered, the same Chamber of Commerce did not offer a reward.) How much pressure for a first-degree murder charge was put on the Honolulu public prosecutor's office in a matter of disappointment -- but one former acting public prosecutor, who originally handled the case and then was relieved of it, testified in the Supreme Court habeas corpus hearings that he had been subjected to such pressure from prominent persons.

It has already been stated that the case under discussion was no conditioned that, aside from the actual absence of “inter racial” concern on the part of upper-class persons the imposition of such concern would inevitably arise and, under those conditions, there would be “disinterested” persons in the community, including prominent Hindus, who would wish to see any racial and class angles removed from the case. This would include all persons concerned with the principles of equal and just treatment of all before the law. Among individuals with this concern, including important lawyers, some, have expressed themselves as convinced that the course of justice in Hawaii is superior to that in many of the states. Others again do some problems here, and speak of “police brutality” and undue influence from prominent quarters.

Individuals with such a community-wide “disinterested” point of view never became organized during the trial.

While the question may be debatable as to the degree with which the left-wing element in Hawaii “took over” the case, there is no doubt of its interest in it.

The fact seems to be that the firm of Boulog and Simonds, long identified in the community with “left-wing” causes, did not enter the case until approached by members of the family of one of the defendants and that the more highly organized activity of left-singers dated from this time, just after the Governor first invoked the death penalty on September 7, 1951.

Obviously, the weekly Honolulu Record, which spoke for the left-wing group, had referred to the Majoro-Palaskiko case earlier. This would be in accord with the case of almost every opportunity to needle and embarrass people in positions of leadership and to suggest the existence of various kinds of discrimination in Hawaii.

After the entry of Boulog and Simonds, there is no doubt that left-wing activity became more concentrated. The Record published a executant drawing telling contrasts between the Kahanawa case and the present case. At least some members of the ILWU participated in the circulating of the petitions and other left-wingers went into action.

In a speech to a group of “friends” of the Honolulu Record on December 22, 1951, Mrs. Boulog was quoted by the Honolulu Record of December 27 as having said:

We must insist to show that the Palaskiko-Majoro case and the Smith Act are all of a sort—that the struggle is all the same cases in a struggle for human dignity by local people and by laboring people.

So obvious was the left-wing interest that many objective citizens became quite sincerely convinced that this group had completely taken over and perhaps some of the “disinterested” persons were swung into becoming anti-communists just because they became so convinced that the left-wing was deliberately using the case for its own purposes.

At any rate, one well-known educator made the comment at the time of the Supreme Court review that he was convinced that the present chief defense attorney, Mrs. Boulog, eventually would receive a rebate from the United States Circuit Court of Appeals. Her views have been subject to him over since he read her Labor Day, 1951, speech to ILWU members on Kauai, in which she described the arrest of the several local persons on charges of violating the Federal Smith Act as an “attack upon the liberties of all working people and true democracy.”

A lawyer, known for his various services to the community, expressed anxiety about the ultimate motives of the left-wing group which has

3 At the present time a group of citizens has completed the establishment of a local chapter of the “disinterested” Civil Liberties Union. This move is not connected with any particular case, but with general concerns about justice in the community.
"taken over" the defense of the two youths. He cited the record of Com- 2711 stant activities in France and on the mainland. Those, he said, were con- 2712 vected, was to create racial issues where none exist, and in general to form 2713 unrest and divisiveness in the community.

A prominent educator in a personal communication, indicated his agreement with the students was undoubtedly using this to create trouble. Personally, I believe that the Governor got himself involved when he did not set the execution go through. 1

While there are the reactions of generally dispassionate individuals, as individuals, to the left-wing involvement in the case, it is clear that there were deliberate counter-moves in the community. One of these was the policy adopted by one of the leading newspapers not to print letters which would promote what was conceived as an organized emotional radio and letter-writing campaign engineered by Communist-like followers. A woman's club went on record against communism. The most plausible general interpretation for these organized efforts to induce the Governor to allow the sentence to hang is the pending fear of Communism. There is also the feeling that the reputation of Hawaii's courts has been unnecessarily impugned.

Among groups who, as organized groups, favored commutation there have been the announcements of the Hawaiian committee to working for the defense of Major and Palakhio were some who would be called politically con- servative or right-wing. This case, therefore, brought together people from generally opposing camps.

A third group which favored commutation must now be mentioned, namely a group of Protestant ministers who organized their own petition to the Governor for commutation.

The ministers' stand was an expression of their opposition to capital punishment. Some criticism was directed against them for taking action in regard to the specific case instead of focusing their attention to the legal abolition of capital punishment by the Legislature, where such action must be initiated. Their answer, as expressed informally by one of their number, is that most of them are at all times working for the abolition of capital punishment and that in the specific case comes up for them the opportunity to dramatize their religion-grounded opposition to capital punishment. This group does not consider that it is seeking for organized Protestantism. They recognize that some of their colleagues who do not agree with them in the opposition of capital punishment petitioned the Governor not to commute the sentence. There is, of course, also opposition to capital punishment based on purely humanitarian grounds to be found among all elements of the population. Several ministers wrote comments to the effect that they opposed hanging for Major and Palakhio on the ground of their general opposition to capital punishment.

Most organized groups in the community took no stand.

The first impression about the dynamism of public issues that this study of the Wider case thus leaves is about the behavior in the face of dramatic events and for those organized groups in the community: racial, cultural, political, religious, and social. This shows how the group's interests are affected and take a stand accordingly, always many of them remain neutral and uninvolved.

The clash between interest groups then identifies the issues or issues. In the present case there are obviously several, some of them issues of long-standing, others more immediate.

In the dynamics of complex contemporary society, issues are identified with an event to way to make strong bedfellows among groups, as well as for unexpected schemas. A group may not feel implicated until a certain point has been reached in the progressive conversation of official stands by interest groups and in the normal unfolding of a series of related events, such as the crime, trial, and appeals in this case, or the career of a bill in the legislature. A group, having taken one stand, may, in the course of events reverse or demographically modify its position. While this last form of behavior is not illustrated in the case under discussion, at least so far as it has developed up to this point, such reversals and modifications have been noted on other occasions, such as the questions of schoolaid, unionism, language schools, etc. We see new issues as becoming attached to events through the progressive involvement of organized groups in these events. One or several issues and a connected series of events become inter-related in a "case" or "collective act," which is thus launched on its career.

A second distinct impression stands out, namely that the career of the case or collective act can be a complicated course with unpredictable aspects. The present case was launched by virtue of a dramatic but unprecedented crime. As the case proceeds, the intensity of public interest waxes and wanes in unpredictable ways. In the present case there have been two periods of intense public interest, one immediately upon the discovery of the body and carrying through the trial, a period of four months; a second period, two and a half years later, from the time that Governor Long invoked the death penalty continua to the ending, about three months later, of the Territorial Supreme Court review of the case, which grew out of the new defense attorney's habeas corpus petition. During these two periods, the interest of the newspapers and of the general public was well sustained.

On the other hand, during the more than two years interim and in the interim since the Supreme Court's unanimous upholding of the first degree murder convictions, there was a dearth of newspaper coverage and a near absence of public concern. These ebbs in public interest were significant- ly revealed to the writer when an actuary sociologist who had been a visiting professor at the University of Hawaii in the academic year 1950-1951, report on the major and Palakhio cases in the Wyman in the paper's August 20, 1951, report on the major and Palakhio cases in the What People in Hawaii Are Buying and Doing series that he had been completed, case of the case during his stay in Hawaii. An indication of the present bill is in the fact that the writer, in adding up the available article, had fought some form of sympathy in writing when he was writing the article to the writer's feeling himself that the case does not lose its importance just because the public has lost interest.

What accounts for these peaks and depressions in the intensity with which issues are at issue? The writer is convinced that there is not so easy answer to this. Directly, the drama, the intensity of the conflict itself, has something to do with it, and the course of conflict is uneven because of a variety of circumstances. In a Court case, such factors as an over- crowded calendar and the legal time limit for filing appeals may be involved. In a political campaign, the times of the conventions and of the primary and general election, set a typical course for the handling of the political issues in the campaign. In the case of a strike or a battle, much depends on the changing strategy of each side, much on the wider repercussion of the struggle. In the case of a situation which is up for decisions before some official or administrative body, much depends on the time when the problem is to be taken. Issues in conflict with one another for public interest and in the outcome of this competition, the judgment
whether "interested" or "disinterested" of the newspaper editor, is important. Obviously many of these factors are unpredictable.

We have now discussed how an event becomes a case or collective act involving the public, and how it is decided. Since the present Majors-Palakino case is still pending, we cannot use it to describe how a case is ended. In general, however, it seems true to say that in the career of a case there comes a time when an irreversible decision or event terminates it and makes further discussion academic. This is what the attack on Pearl Harbor did to the discussion between interventionists and non-interventionists. The case had been decided by that event.

Once a case has been decided by administrative action, as with a sentence or an enacted law, interest is in normally dies down, although it may be revived sooner or later, for few collective acts in our forbidding modern times, are concluded with utter finality. Occasionally, however, a sense of finality is reached. The groups on one side give up. In discussing Statehood for Hawaii, Liholiho pointed out a few years ago that for all intents and purposes, the issue had been decided in Hawaii, if not yet in the nation, and that this decision meant essentially that statehood was no longer discussible in Hawaii. It had entered the local mores. For the nation at large, the Federal control of child labor, for many decades a bitterly fought issue, may be said to have thus entered American mores.

Even the present case will eventually and inevitably end. Finally, the two young men will either hang or be allowed to serve a life sentence. Depending upon the outcome, some interest groups will be dissatisfied, others pleased, many unconcerned.

To summarize, we have seen that in modern mass society the sort of which Hawaii is both a part and a miniature replica, newsworthy events of all sorts occur continuously, one pursuing the other in rapid succession. These events come to the attention of people as they are recorded in the daily press. Most individuals read the news because, as Park pointed out, it makes them say "that's me!"

Always, however, there are some individuals who confront the succession of news-worthy events in the capacity of representatives, whether official or self-conceived, of two or more groups in the community. They feel it to be their responsibility to evaluate each event that might affect their group. The strength of their appraisal may depend on the awareness with which they size up each event, as a possible threat or as an opportunity to advance the position of their group. As groups seize upon such events, a case or a collective act is launched on the career in the public. In the course of time, there are unpredictable aspects, involving the interplay of strategy with further events. Finally, a decision or event or the effect of prolonged discussion brings the case to a conclusion.

Our analysis has implications for the understanding of our modern democratic society.

The basic and recurring issues are power struggles among the most entrenched, the most influential, the most visibly aggressive interest group, whether racial, cultural, economic, political, religious, occupational, professional. The present case obviously was an event that easily best itself to strategic use by a number of important groups.

It is clear that such explosive and to some extent divisive discussions as our community faced in connection with the Majors-Palakino case are inherent to our kind of society, composed as it is of a multiplicity of old and new, disintegrating and rising groups. In this sense, therefore, cases, even bitterly fought cases, are social problems which we will always have with us.

That our society is protected from complete disintegration, from out-and-out rebellion, from utter anarchy, may be due to the very multiplicity and fluidity of the struggling groups. For it is because of this that most individuals find themselves belonging to several groups and therefore, marginal to them. In this situation they are at times almost forced to consider the wider good, the good of the community as a whole. They are kept from becoming pragmatic and potentially totalitarian and capable of what we call an "objective" consideration of the various conflicting concepts.

We have referred to individuals in this Majors-Palakino case, who showed genuine concern with certain basic questions: Are our police and correctional institutions humane? Are our courts on the whole fair? Have we failed the Hawaiians? Is capital punishment the best approach to the problem of murder? A person of some prominence who writes a comment such as the one with which we conclude, cannot be labelled as belonging to a particular interest group. He, like others, has worked his way through to an independent position, which, to be sure, differs from that arrived at by other equally independent persons.

I suppose there was more excitement regarding this case because of the prominence of Mrs. Wider and the brutality of the killing, but those of us who favor the carrying out of the law—and am carrying out the law without delay—not in the ironic way in which it was done in the Mauja case—believe that the law should be carried out fully in this case. The fact that there was an avoided murder at this time does not excuse the murder in this case.

The constructive contribution of a case such as the Majors-Palakino case to our non-totalitarian society is in the continued and open discussion of these basic issues and in a fostering of responsible and disinterested citizenship.

— B. L. Herman
A RUGGED PLANTATION GANG
Anonymous

I have read much about gang life in magazines, newspapers, books, and journals, but nothing written by a person who was actually a participant of the gang.

You might call this an autobiography, if you please, but it must be made known that I am not very proud of it.

Gang life started quite early for me, as I lived in a small camp on the outskirts of an Oak plantation. Because the camp was so small, every child, whether a boy or girl, had to belong to some kind of a gang to have fun. While still hanging on to my mother’s apron, I had to obey the ring-leader for fear of being kicked out of Kindergarten. The ring-leader was much older than most of the boys in the camp who were going to school and he had no cause to be afraid of being kicked by someone’s older brother because most of the older boys had gone in to Honolulu to work.

Gang life is not as bad as most people think it is. It has its good and bad points as does practically everything in this society of ours. Usually the leader of a gang in much bigger than the rest of the boys or else is much more capable of handling the boys. In our case the leader was so much bigger that no one dared pick a fight with him. The leader—in sim-plicity matters let us call him Harry—was actually a dictator. Some of his commands were contrary to our parents, yet we had no choice but to follow Harry. I remember all too clearly the following incidents which brought me much trouble with my parents. Practically every day Harry took us to swim in a stream a few miles from our camp on the way home from school. Everyone had to wait for Harry after Japanese school so that he could lead us down to the stream. Once I was Harry would stop by a store and buy himself a soda pop. The good part of it was, if you did not buy any good deed during the day, he would give you the “last” of his drink which usually was about half a mouthful and in return you had to re-turn the bottle to the store. Harry sometimes brought his bicycle along and whenever he did not feel like paddling, he would get several of us to push him. Because I was an average compared to the rest of the gang they used to tease me a lot. Sometimes they would run away from me while walking through the cane fields and hide way ahead. Usually I had to sit down and cry out loud before they would come out.

One of the good things I learned was how to swim and how to handle my “shoes.” I am sure the Red Cross would have the kind of swimming lessons I had. The gang, usually under the leadership of Harry, would take me out into the center of the stream on a crudely constructed raft and tip it over. I had to swim to the bank or else drink a lot of water, for they all loved to see me splashing like a wet hen.

My mother never liked the idea of my going swimming after school for I came home late and usually with my clothes dirty. The gang sometimes bribed my clothes and rubbed dirt on me whenever I made a sly attempt to get away and go home. Mother at one time spanked me so hard I could hardly sit the next day. Yet I could not tell the gang about it be-cause they would tease me.

After a few years of this I became pretty well tired of Harry and his boys so I joined another gang from another camp. This gang was composed primarily of Portuguese and Filipino boys. This gang was known as the rugged in our whole community and I was indeed proud when the leader, a good friend of mine, accepted me into the gang. Being an only Oriental I sometimes fell but with them. They liked Filipino shows and though they hardly knew a word, we have to go because most of them wanted to go. In gang life whatever the leader says goes.

Because I had my way with the leader, who incidentally was the slow-est in the gang, I decided to ask him to arrange a fight with the gang from the camp where I lived. Eddie, the leader, refused for a minute but when I threatened him with not doing his homework, he quickly agreed. That Saturday, after Japanese school, my gang waited for me at an old baseball ground and we in return climbed on some case cars armed with ring shots. When Harry with his mob came past we let them have it with a volley from our sling shots. After this we jumped down at Eddie’s command and jumped into a fist fight with the other gang. I enjoyed Eddie very much from that day on for watching him battle was indeed a great picture.

When the war came and our favorite meeting place, the gymnasium, was taken over by the United Service Organization, the gang turned from bad to worse. We would not use the gym anymore, so everybody had to change his ways of having fun. We had great fun in pencurrying the times of the cars belonging to the dancers in the gym on Saturday nights, who were primarily service personnel and many “Chin” girls in the communi-ty.

For the first time in my life I was involved in stealing. Getting tired of blowing out trees, we decided to go camping, and for food we had to have chicken. We stole a chicken from a Filipino minister’s house and went down to the beach to eat it. That night, I could hardly sleep, for my mother had always told me never to steal and this went burning through my head all night long. I tried to appease myself by thinking that the minister could not have been a very law abiding citizen himself for the chicken we had taken was a gamecock used for fights.

After the above incident I stuck to making plans for the gang on any kind of events, whether it be another chicken scooping night or resetting the game from the fisherman’s traps. The gang liked my plans and I was de-cided for I did not have to go through the actual process of catching, although I realized later that I was the real bad egg behind it all.

By this time however, an English teacher of mine had gotten word of my being a problem in the community, and because I had written a few good compositions in class, advised me to go to a better school in Honolulu. At first I thought that that idea was ridiculous, for it meant leaving my gang, but I could not resist the nice idea about somebody being a “Big Wheel” so I finally decided to attend a Honolulu boarding school and took the examination and waited patiently. A few days later, I received a notice that I had passed and that I would be accepted and so I bade all my pals good-bye and left the community to be heard in town.

I have decided, after coming to this university, to major in recreation and to strive to do my best so that someday I may be able to help other kids who are probably going through the same pattern of life I followed.
A CONTRAST IN NEIGHBORHOODS

Benigna Choy

Just after the last war started, our family packed our possessions and went to the part of Hongkong quite remote and deserted. The houses around us were also old and dark, drab brown in color. And the people in these homes? They were nice people but acted rigidly sometimes. These neighbors were of various races, such as Japanese across the street, Brazilian and Portuguese on our right, Basco-Bohlo in our back and in the back, a Chinese-Filipino family. Here was a mingling of races just around us.

The men were hard working laborers. The Japanese man was a vegetable peddler who owned a long car that had shingles in the back started with food commodities. The Filipino man was a waiter. Their wives were just as hard-working and they looked worn out and tired most of the time. They shouted and spoke roughly to their children and I wondered if the kind of discipline they administered was wrong. The children seemed rebellious and "tough" and not very mannersy (I think the teachers must have had a difficult time handling them). I was afraid to mingle with the women at first for they liked to yell and use profanity. When I discovered that one of the women had created a beautiful heart-shaped pillow and was willing to teach me, I went over to see her frequently to learn the pattern, and I met the others occasionally at her home. They were friendly and helpful but liked to gossip and tell risque jokes. It wasn't long, however, until I knew almost all the people and their children around us.

Incidentally, the children had no yard or other play area, and instead used the lawn or the street, which of course, was far from safe. The little space available—not to fill a part—was taken up by potted plants and strawberries. I wouldn't want my child to grow up in this narrow, noisy, and crowded area.

Arguments and fist fights were quite common here, especially after "payday". The Basco-Bohlo on our right would spend part of his paycheck to have a beverage and come home with a grouch. He'd start picking on his wife and the children and if they answered back, he'd start beating them with his big hands. Often his wife would sit on the back porch and cry while the children covered in one corner of a room. On sober days, however, this man was friendly and nice to his family and his wife would stick by him regardless of how he treated her.

Another of the men when drunk would sing and just sit in one spot until he fell asleep. He was harmless but he secretly loved his whiskey. Sometimes his wife would join him in a few beers and then the expletives of their singing would be very disturbing. The majority of the men liked to drink and I don't think I've ever seen such a great attraction for liquor before.

The quietest families were the Japanese and ours. Mrs. K. was a small woman who was always smiling or bowing or barely doing something. On special occasions, she would bring us Japanese sushi rice, mochi, and other foods that she had prepared. In return, we would give her Chinese delicacies occasionally. She had a great interest in flowers and would plant seeds in her little garden. When the flowers bloomed, she would put them in front of an attractive little Japanese shrine in her parlor. Sometimes she gave us a bouquet to put on our table.

All of these incidents and people made our stay here most interesting. I found that these people were quite different from my neighbors in Kaimuki in that they were very friendly, sociable, and unhampered in their emotional expression. My neighbors in Kaimuki were not as friendly and they tended to inhibit their emotions, perhaps because our middle class more placed a taboo on loud arguments or drinking open.

Some of the families living in humble homes, especially the old-timers who worked hard and saved, I found, had considerable money in the bank. Others, of course, were too engrossed with their money and were never able to put away anything for a rainy day. Some of my neighbors in Kaimuki, who live in nice homes, will have to spend a lifetime to pay for them.

Our other thing I have noticed among these folk in Palama is that they spend considerable money for food. Their stomachs always come first. Their families are usually large but there is always enough for food for the whole family. Their clothes may not be new or very fashionable but they are starched, clean, and wearable.

I think that this neighborhood was more intimate than the Kaimuki community in that the news of any unusual happenings was spread quickly and made known to everyone. If one family suffered, the others sympathized. Once one of the boys in the Palama neighborhood stole a bicycle tire. The police caught him and soon everyone was talking about it. Some of the neighbors coerced and talked disparagingly about them although most of the people sympathized and said that the boy couldn't be blamed since their family was too poor to afford a new tire, and so they passed over this offense lightly.

We have moved since we bought a new house back in Kaimuki, but I will always remember the days when I used to live among humble but friendly people in the slums.
The purpose of this study has been to find out how "pool sharks" operate and how they make a living in pool--or pool sharks. Eight interviews with "pool sharks" were made in pool rooms located in four parts of the city: on Beretanis Street, on Alton Street, the Collings District, and the Kilmuii area. Most of the interviews showed some inhibition in answering my questions, but I believe the findings represent their honest opinions.

My first hypothesis is that a future pool shark first indulges in pool simply for recreational purposes. Not having anything to do he looks for a game and in general confirms it.

Once I make $2, I hit for the pool room. Nothing to do now days but go about or shoot pool. Anyway, pool room the best to kill time because all the guys come in here. (26-1)

Recreation is the main object for going in the pool room, so I gather from experience. After you start breaking in the pool room, you've learned to love the game, otherwise, no point in sitting around the pool room. I started going into the pool room when I was 17 years old and I liked it. It's a highly recreational pastime. (26-7)

I was more or less curious to go into the pool room and once you start shooting, good fun, so I used to go down everyday. (26-8)

My second hypothesis is that as a professional pool shark, you have natural abilities in pool which he develops by practicing constantly and by competing with the best pool shooters.

When you shoot pool, sure, natural ability counts but you gotta like the game and put your heart and soul into it, or you never can come good. First time, I used to lose money, so I figure that I gotta come good if I'm going stick around in this game, so I used to practice at least once hour one day. Then I see all them guys, like A and B, how to make "shorts". Like that and I'll play with them and I pick up plenty pointers. Now days I can play around with them. (26-1)

By watching the good shooters play, I been like become like them. I practice. On shooting pool, you gotta get the "feeling" or in other way you won't come good. I see all the best shooters in town and I pick up plenty pointers. Now days I can play "nineball" with them. (26-1)

The way I look at it, a man must have talent and a lot of practice, like it. If he is ever to become any good, I need to stay in the pool room virtually a whole day when I was young and I used to watch the good shooters play and I practice what I thought was difficult "shorts", shorter or longer, you can start playing the best in here. (26-7)

One thing, you gotta get natural ability in pool shooting or you just can't anybody. As long as you get the talent and plenty practice, you bound to come good. But, if you like be good for long time, you gotta be like C. Like C, he no grip a drink and him little more than 40 but look how "steady" (consistent) him. (26-6)

Gambling seems to be taken for granted by most players, and having developed the necessary skill, the player who becomes a pool shark plays with his respective pool players, called "awakers," whom he knows he can beat, to try to win as much money as he can. He looks at his earnings as good "side money," and becoming a victim of his own skill and consequent earnings, finds himself increasingly dependent on these earnings.

Main thing to catch, "awakers," you gotta use psychology. Try to hustle the "awaker" for rotation and make believe you miss line ball and you stay "hot." Then tell him that no fun playing "rotation" only and play "angle." Then I feel around and take his money easy by easy. (26-4)

Young side the best to catch'em easier. They shoot little bit and quick they think they good so you just make 'em up little bit, they get plenty confidence and they play you. Young side hard heart, that's why easy take all the money from them. (26-3)

You're bound to gamble if you stay in the pool room long enough and the first thing you look for is "awakers." No sense in playing with guys you know for they won't lose much. My policy is that I never go all out on one "awaker" if that person comes into the pool room frequently. Maybe I win $5 every day, and win $3 the next but I never win all the "awakers'" money. More or less, I give him the short torture. But if the guy comes inside once a while, I try to take all what he has. (26-3)

As I feel it, once a man realizes he is good, he will try to win over other in gambling because it's no fun if you don't gamble. I always try to play "safe" guys because no sense struggling with a man of equal or near ability because a man like that will always win for"edge." Furthermore, they know when they're beaten and won't lose much but if he be a "smart" guy, I'll lease him around and I bound to get "out" under the collar. That's when I go for the "kill." (26-7)

You hang around long enough, you going start looking for "heads" (awakers). First place, I stay pool for fun but you no gamble, no fun, so I make it like side income now. My job, when paying job so if I like got fun and drink every night, I get quite rich. "heads," "take em while you can," that's my motto. (26-8)
A further hypothesis is that a pool shark is in the making eventually and inevitably cheats to win money.

Well, it’s safe to say that most pool sharks cheat because I haven’t seen anyone that doesn’t cheat, including me. Those that cheat usually are not considered a pool shark. (PQ-5)

Sure, I crook but all them guys crook, too. I gamble long time, and me think I learn to, you’re honest, you never can get ahead. You get crook to stay ahead. (PQ-6)

One thing, I never crook in “apple.” You know you can beat the guy no sense crook and lose out. But in “hond,” I crook because the game so much more skill involved so I gotta get some score in or I lose out. Most time I get water ship in my pocket or if not, I chase the pot bottle back. As hard it is to catch you because usually the guys no care what you’re doing but they all interested in the next shot. (PQ-6)

When the story has gone around that a person is a very skilled player who will even cheat to win over others, other pool players label him as a “pool shark.”

I play pool sometimes but I don’t know why they call me that.

Pretty guys call me “pool shark” but I don’t know why they call me that. (PQ-6)

A pool shark, becoming aware that he is being thus labeled, then tries to conceal the fact in the hope that he can thereby continue to find “suckers” who will play him.

Every time I see one now face in here, I fool around the table and make easy shot, up so the guy think I not so hot. As the best way to suck the guy inside. The why, if plenty guys around, I never shoot good and I only play retention.

Like that, I gotta go different pool room, or I can make money. They all know I can beat them no nobody like play me up, unless the guy come here once in a while. The other time, I play retention and me and him make like ball and we try “fuck-em” in. (PQ-5)

As right, no sense go around and let people know you good smoker. By not try, nobody like play with you. Making, keep quiet and get guys come hustles you. (PQ-5)

I see plenty “nigger” guys try swag in guys by making easy shot “shucks” and get the “black” stuff. I used to “pull” at that all the time to catch guys but nowadays shot in old stuff. Main thing now, get hustlers for you, all right. (PQ-6)

Once a person is labeled a pool shark, he will have a difficult time finding opponents, although he is always on the search for “suckers.”

I have a difficult time finding suckers nowadays for too much guys talk. I even went to Wilkerson the last weekend and couldn’t play anyone. I went out twice last week and I wasn’t able to find anyone. (PQ-6)

A sucker born every minute, as never run out of suckers. The best kind sucker is the kind young guys who’s cocky and who think they’re the best. The kind kids dines a dore new days. Give’m little hit “score” (prize) and guarantee, you catch them. (PQ-6)

Well, that depends on a person. In case a man does heavy work, he’s bound to lose his “terrier” so will not hustle but if a man is engaged in light work, will try to hustle. There’s so much a thing as a man retiring from shooting pool unless business or personal pressure compels a man to do so. There may be periods of laying-off a year or two but a good shooter will always look or accomplish a “sucker.” It’s just like any gambling game, if the game is there and you think it’s an easy game, one will always play. As for me, I’ve been in the game for 10 years and I still make good money in the pool room. (PQ-7)

A further stage in the career of a pool shark comes about when he attempts to extend his gambling operations by developing an “up-coming” pool player into a co-partner with the help of whom he hopes to take advantage of unsuspecting “suckers.”

Now days you gotta pull the “double-cross” or no can make money. Like it, in pool gamble say no everyday I see him, I go still “pool” come over and me and him play “apple.” I said if we go two-half and since he know I can take cared of myself, we go 60-40. Then, him and “Johnny” make side bet, like $10 a game and I make sure I lose. I pull no common stuff but I make all kind excuse, like so can shoot today and never mine, we take $10 to a $100 from him. Of course, me and “Johnny” win whatsoever. (PQ-7)

Well, as something like the fencing game now to know when you work together. Like me, I like the kid 1 and say for one young kid, he can shoot like hell. Usually, I be the “hustler” for him. I see one guy play and know that he no can beat, I tell the “moses” him pretty good and that I and I tell him try play him “apple.” Never mine, I take them all that is, the opponent’s money) in the end. He fit me up little bit, so I no crib. As long as I make him-his money, enough for me. (PQ-7)

I work with K down X (pool hall). It’s a good place because all kind of people come around. Usually get hustlers around who hustle the suckers for us. X and I usually play $1 “apple” and when the corner (cide the game, we raise the ante $3 or $5 and usually that’s about the highest they go nowadays. We play “nada” or “take care shots” and I usually let
K wip. Seldom do we have side bets but when Huuska play, there’s bound to be side bets. I usually bet my friends bet for me on the outside. We always split the take and fix up the hunter. (P2-3)

Shooting pool got all kind angles and working with another guy is common nowadays. Well, we about the simplest, is? If they know you, they not going play but if you “know” ‘em under, guarantee they play with the partner. Like me, I always work with it. The guy look like one Dutch guy, but no fool yourself, he can shoot, you know. Plenty guys use has penny look, they figure they catching one “Haas” but he one smart guy. He too good to make “shingle” (betting). Never odds we catch the Filipino guys up there. (P2-3)

That’s about the best angle if you’re too well know. I usually let O stay and I earn “back” the other follow up in money by going on a 50-50 basis. O is really good for a kid who’s not really been in the game too long, and I teach him everything I know. The best “shingle” (betting) game in when times of us play “apple.” Usually, I will follow him or vice versa and in the event that I follow him, he’ll try to give me a good shot and I’ll play it a “safe” shot (make a difficult shot for the “shingle”). We never lose money. (P2-4)

I see plenty “shingle” come down X. You issue this young kid, D, little guys name him and I see him and Q working together in “apple.” I see him have one Japanese guy for $300. I hear they playing up over there. Get plenty side bets too, you know. I see one Chinese playing down that in, money on Q and he was hoping to Q. Q’s brother was taking all the bets.

It is clear that these men are completely or largely dependent on their earnings from playing pool. A study of their responses indicates a general agreement in their attitude towards themselves and their game. A few minor differences may be pointed out:

1. It is interesting to note that five of the interviewees state that a pool shark must play with the best shooters to pick up the necessary experience. While P6-1, P6-7, and P6 do not specifically mention this, I am sure they would agree if I had questioned them further.

2. In playing “suckers,” the indication is that the pool shark will try to win as much money as he can. One of the players, P6-3, appears to be more perspicacious than the rest, in the sense that he will win as much as he can if he expects to play the player only once, but if there is the possibility that he can play with that person again, he will win only a certain small sum.

3. In their views on why players cheat, P6-7 says that it depends on a man’s character, although eventually every good player will cheat. P6-4 says that there is no sense in being honest. P6-5 says that cheating brings winning. So reasoning to this area of questioning many of them were on the defensive.

4. A pool shark has a difficult time finding opponents, although he occasionally looks for “suckers.” P6-6 feels that there are easy to locate because “a sucker is born every minute,” but the rest of the interviewee disagree with this statement.

*Brief sketches of the eight interviewees:

P6-1: Age, middle thirties; married; three children; indigent in pool every night at least an hour or two, but usually does not stay too long; works as a truck driver; did not complete high school.

P6-2: Age, middle twenties; married; no children; frequents the pool room three or four times a week; a good hustler; employed as a carpenter; completed high school.

P6-3: Age, early thirties; married; two children; is seen in the pool room day and night; not employed; completed business college.

P6-4: Age, middle twenties; single; frequents pool room almost every day during daytime; not employed; completed high school.

P6-5: Age, early thirties; single; shoots pool day and night; not employed; did not complete high school.

P6-6: Age, late twenties; divorced; one child; plays pool during the day, almost every day; drives for a transportation company at night; did not complete high school.

P6-7: Age, late thirties; married; three children; plays pool every night and occasionally during daytime; driver for a transportation company; completed business college; neither drinks in alcoholic beverages nor smokes.

P6-8: Age, early forties; divorced; no children; hangs around the pool room day and night; does occasional odd jobs did not complete high school.
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STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF UNIONIZATION IN PLANTATION COMMUNITIES
by Robert Hirohata with the Editorial Assistance of Brenda L. Hornum

Hawaii has experienced a number of serious plantation strikes since the successful drive of the ILWU in the middle forties to organize the more than twenty-thousand plantation workers. While the great cost of the strikes to the local economy is generally known and the bitterness which they generated in the relation between management and workers is vaguely appreciated, there has been little written about the specific experiences of the workers living on the plantations and of the way these experiences have affected the attitudes of these people towards both the union and management.

An unusual opportunity to get at the experiences and changing attitudes exists in the confidential files of the Hawaii Social Research Laboratory. The materials for this paper came originally from student workbooks written over the period 1947 to 1953 in the sociology course, "Community Forces in Hawaii," a pre-professional course for future teachers and recreation workers. In the period under review, about 750 students have taken this course and have written on a variety of problems, including labor-management relations, strikes, and the effect of unionization.

Part One will deal with the strikes associated with the strike situation as seen in various relations, family, neighborhood, school, etc. Part Two will discuss the emerging reactions to these strike experiences and to the arrival of the union on the scene.

PART ONE

The Family. Many plantation families were inevitably divided in that some members were identified with management and others with the union. Thus one Japanese girl wrote:

Now my three brothers who were employed in this plantation were not union members because of their place as supervisors... My uncle, who is a Japanese immigrant, because a union member because (he used to tell us) if he did not, others in the community would not associate with their family and it would be unpleasant for his children. (128)

Another student told of how the matter of her father's joining the union had become an issue in the family.

For the first time in the summer of 1947, I actually got in touch with the union. My father was a store clerk until April 1946. He then started to work at a cannery. He could not speak the English language, but he understood clipped English.

The men talked to my father every day telling him to join the union. At that time I was working full time in the personnel office. My boss talked to me about the many things which the company did for us. I suppose he was trying to let me know that it didn't pay to be on the bad side with the boss after all my persuading my father joined the union. Since there was no violence involved, the rest of the family said nothing.

Then in 1947 when a strike was imminent, I tried to talk my father into getting out from the union. He was very confused and did not know what to do. His fellow workers gave him the good side of the union and said how it was no blame for him because he would not profit by it. Of course, I had nothing to back up this statement, the strike. (Of course, I had nothing to back up this statement, the strike. But I used it to dissuade my father.)

The strike was called... and early that morning my aunt, my little sister, and I went to work in one of the supervisor's cars. Although we didn't work at all that day we were paid for a full day's work.

That night three union men came to our house to tell my father not to let us go to work and also to tell him that if he had to join the union, he claimed he was too old, but he had to go anyway.

Since we had reported for work even one day the union members never forgave us for it. They had to pass our house to go to their headquarters and they never turned their heads in our direction. (128, 129)

Another case illustrates that pressure from the children on the father was in the opposite direction from the case just cited:

There was the case in P. in which the man refused to join the union. His children and wife begged and pleaded with him, but he felt that he could not have real freedom by joining the union. He felt that he was being treated well, so there was no need to go against the management. The children went against the father because they were being called "savages." Other assignments avoided speaking to this man's wife and she was treated coldly. This and other matters resulted in a nervous breakdown. (146)

The family serves as the focal point where the various happenings of the day are discussed. Each family member may have a rather definite opinion about the union and its strike, the interaction of divergent opinions nevertheless plays an important part in influencing all participants.

My brother, although a union member, more often than not disagreed with the union policies. Many a time he would tell us about the authoritarian manner in which the meetings were conducted, policies carried out, and the skillful "maneuvers" made by the union officials in influencing voting. (140)

This family discussion has led to a fair amount of internal harmony. For instance:

I am convinced that the strikers were justified in fighting the workers' interests, wages, benefits, etc. But I have also nurtured a fear and resentment of the increasing strength and influence of the big men and the ILWU. Any strong con-deciding argument can easily sway many of the workers. I have grown to realize that there is no total harmony of the union after all the hard work and the union meetings. The rest of the family used to advise him to speak up at these meetings and ask about anything he was in doubt about.
doubt about me wanting him to be positive that he was strik-
ing for what he honestly believed in. I have no resentments
against the union, for I believe that it has done
brother used to take home for ten lined the worst that he does
industry on its feet, even saving raw houses for improving
productivity and efficiency. (1420)
In other cases bitter conflicts arose due to the lack of agreement
between one member of the family with another. The conflict might range
extreme conflict, there were numerous occasions when the conflicting
opinions were intense but members were able to refrain from inflicting blows.
There were instances where brothers would turn against
brothers because of this friction. (1420)
One student reported that he had a summer job on a plantation
which was being struck. As he and other workers were being transported in a
truck, they were pelted at by the strikers, his own uncle among them and
had things thrown at them.
To obtain sufficient funds for the household needs is one of the major
problems for the family when the regular source of livelihood is curtailed
in a strike. While some of the wage earners are flexible or fortunate
enough to "take on" another job, those who are not encounter the worries
prolonged. While the union has made some attempt to alleviate this condi-
tion and studied complaints and morals of members on strike, there pre-
exists a general attitude that it has not done enough. It is precisely here
that feelings become acute.
Many voiced their grievances saying who was to feed
their families during the strike. The leaders tried to calm
them down and promised that a daily appropriation of food
would be distributed among the strikers. What became of that?
The first and last particle of food we got. And from what
many of the other strikers said, they didn't fare better. (1420)
A friend of mine past forty years of age still works as a
truck driver, he was cane in the union but now he has com-
pletely divorced himself from the organization. He claimed the
strike. In his own words, he said, "How the hell can I pay
the bills with the union." (1411)
But the unfavorable experiences with the union are not restricted
solely to the period when a strike is in progress. Some of the family hard-
come to look back with longing on the pre-union paternalism and priviledges,
My cousin's brother-in-law, who works on the K. Sugar
Plantation, had to go on strike. They had to use their back
savings to keep up expenses for there was no steady income
from the plantation coming to them. Furthermore, one of
their children had to be flown to Honolulu physician for spe-
cial treatment which involved a great deal of money... which
had to be taken care of by their rent account. The burden
was too heavy financially as the entire family moved to our
valley for the duration of the strike. The strike had cut a
large wage in their rent accounts which they had taken years
to build (1129)
Under the paternalistic policy of the plantation there were
certain benefits that amounted to quite a bit in terms of
money today. Today, he is paid about three to four times
more, but he does not have the benefits that he used to re-
ceive. Hospital bills were not paid. There was more who
received the medicine at the store. Medicine was
made available to all. All this is now paid for.
As such workers faced, there was an opportunity to
save more money. He did admit that he did not live as lux-
uriously. (1927)
A student observes it as significant that, "the parents wanted an
extra bread-winner as early as possible. Their income was needed for the
 upkeep of large families." He goes on
Generally speaking, almost all of the plantation work-
ers got along with what they received from their pay envelop-
es. Prior to the union, the workers seemed content and showed no outward sign of discontentment. It was popularly
termed, "satisfied with a hard to sweat existence for wasn't
almost everything done for them? After the unions came, I
overheard a conversation between a cane-cutter and my
father, the former telling the latter, "The union is good thing,
now the plantation no can cheat us." After the strike
in the middle of the 60's the cane man expressed his regrets.
Unlike wage time, I bought plantation hard head but union
more hard head, I wanna work, besides better about
pay for misuse, electric and water, now we get pay every
pay day... nothing." (1412)
The School. Another area that the union activities indirectly affect
in the school environment of the children. Here again, it is the strike
that favors discrimination among the children themselves between
those who are "union member children" and those who are "non-union mem-
ber children." Some observant students note:
- The jeans and sweatshirts was not only used by the pick-
et but also extended into the school life of the children of
the more active strikers further stirring resentment to the children
of the non-strikers and refused to have them in their play
group. (1424)
Family opinions and influences are one of the greatest
factors in determining a child's way of thinking. How true
this was in the strike of 1945. As I witnessed, the homes
where the father was a strong member of the union organiza-
tion had children who were already pro-union and who talked
the other children of the picket crews more than the
children of less active union members. The leaning children,
for example said, "No your old man is a union." Now could it
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The strike was to be the turning point for the non-union children and the workers. The non-union children, who had been excluded from the strike, now became more active and supportive of the workers. The community rallies and meetings were more frequent and more intense. The workers began to feel more confident in their ability to negotiate and to demand better working conditions. The strike ended with a victory for the workers, who were able to negotiate better wages and working conditions. The community rallies and meetings continued to be a key part of the workers' struggle, and the children became more involved in supporting the workers and demanding change. The strike was a turning point for the community, and it marked the beginning of a new era of labor activism and worker rights in the area.
The seriousness of the conflict between strikers and non-strikers comes out below in an account by a student whose parents had a company-owned fish market.

What followed was indescribable, by sisters, brothers, and relatives were the sacrifices and money. The union was to its that the strikers' families patronized the other fish markets. The union reinforced its power still. Finally they controlled the market of the community with their weapons—boycotting. It went to a point where the union bettered the actions of the strippers outside of their regular hours. (1186)

Now, non-union men who do not hold any position of rank on the plantation, did not have a comfortable time. They were highly repected because they would especially benefit from the strike without having to lose a penny. (1185)

Neighbors who are friendly in normal times may suddenly become outrightly when a situation of conflicting ideas and sympathies about a strike arises. Just how permanent the rift is, is difficult to examine. The different ideologies may be latent and tolerated, only to be reinforced and renewed with vigor with the inception of a strike.

Barely after the first two months refused to accept the workers' credit and those that did accept credit had on the whole many non-plantation patrons. This situation did not prove conducive to a friendly atmosphere. (1185)

The tense atmosphere before a strike and the split in the community as a result of the strike weighed heavily on plantation people.

In certain communities where union members were dismissed, I heard of non-union members suffering socially. A man of a family A, belonging to the union, married a girl from another camp of the same plantation whose family was also identified with the union. Neighbors of the A's; a non-union family had chosen friends of the A's before employment, went to a wedding gift to the even, though they hadn't received an invitation. So one was born, so Mrs. A left the gift and went home. That evening the mother of the groom took the gift to the baby, saying, "We don't want a check's gift," and ran out. The neighbor who went to the wedding was so hurt that she just burst into tears. Until she could not run in the union and join, because she did not agree in this way the union was being run. For a period of several months she suffered the hurt. Now relationships between the families seemed to be better. (1185)

This summer I fully realized that what work decides to do becomes a matter of weather or not I would be able to continue my education. This summer when the sugar contract was under negotiation, there was much tension in many of the plantation communities including my community. Most of the laborers had experienced the 60 strike; they knew how unpleasant and difficult it is to live under pressure, but their staunch loyalty to the union could not be shaken. If the union leaders thought that they should strike, they would do so. When I was at home this summer I had suddenly memories of the tension. The only thing people talked about in their usual world was an inevitable sugar strike. The camp labor leader had begun collecting money, about eleven dollars per member, and each man was asked to fill a paper that said for an estimate of how much food each consumed and how much food supply each had in store at that time. The management pointed out bags for the laborers to use if they wanted to get through the point later to get their pay. When parts of the proposed contract were revealed to the laborers an even greater urge for striking grew when they noted that the employers had prepared a wage scale which definitely did not favor the man with a low wage rate.

On the eve of September first, I remember going to bed with much anxiety. Many stayed up and sat close to the radio waiting for the results of the Trio negotiations. My family had just about fallen asleep when about midnight a strong knocking on the door woke us. It was the camp's labor representative and he informed us that there was going to be a strike the next day and that the laborers would be notified together otherwise or not there was going to be a strike. As it turned out, there was no strike. (1186)

That the broken bonds are gradually repaired is indicated below:

New relations between union and non-union members seem to be better. Lately I haven't heard of any more such harsh expressions of feeling. Obviously these are strong when during a strike. (1185)

After a strike the people involved reevaluate the union and its activities. The second part of this paper will take of the present attitudes, which are, thus, aptly summarized by one of the students:

I state that in general most people are in favor of union but they are fearful of not achieving their ends and of the financial sacrifices that they must make, particularly during a strike. (1185)

PART TWO

In Part Two the purpose is to report how the students summarize the place of the union in the light of the experiences reported in Part One. We will start with the negative reactions to the union, then move to those favorable to the union, and finally give the more "objective" or neutral evaluations.

Negative toward Union. Many of the experiences cited were disagreeable ones having to do directly with the strike situation. The inevitable deterioration of informal relationships led many to a negative reaction toward the union. The union, some have come to believe, to a group that makes inconsiderate demands on the company.

I have heard several opinions about the labor strife from some sugar workers and many were much more concerned about the prestige of the union instead of the people's plight. I once pointed out to several that since the labor strife seemed to be useless why did not the union give up. I naturally was taken down for many union members felt that belief in the ILGWU was something unheard of. It did not matter to some how long the strike lasted, as long as the union
It is also felt by some people, and highly propagated by the businessmen, that the labor leaders are actually trying to ruin the Territory's industrial capacity. At the bottom of these beliefs or feelings lies the fear of Communism and the theory that the unions are controlled by Communists and have their political influence from the Kremlin. The recent arrest of alleged Hawaiian Communists has served to strengthen this fear. (1936)

I am prejudiced towards the ILWU because of my past experience with it when I lived with my relatives in E. E. incidentally, is referred to as "little Rusua." Several men who hold top positions in the ILWU have been linked with the Communist party. (1939)

In the case of some workers, their attitudes bespeak a negative reaction which is based on some underlying conviction.

The last person I want to report about is a man also of Japanese ancestry who has been an electrician at a pineapple canery for twenty-five years. He claims that organized labor has been responsible for the low buying power of the dollar and that if unions had never been formed in Hawaii, the wages would really be a paradox. He often at times said that when a person could support a family comfortably on a salary of fifty dollars, while today you can just about get by on a salary three times that amount. He believes that eventually the unions will wreck our basic industries and ruin Hawaii. How true his prophecy will be will only be answered in the uncertain future. (1933)

Negatives toward Union -- Several students reported that where originally they were inclined to view the union with some interest, gradually they came to view it as a more favorable light. They felt that while none of the leadership might be questionable, the union as a whole was essential as a counterweight to the great power of management.

The role of organized labor in Hawaii is marked, one to claim the power and potential abuses of the Big Five fellows, and the other and most important the protection of the working people through collective bargaining. (1939)

Plantation workers, past and present, were constantly reminding the students of the pre-union period of subservience and exploitation. The students were urged to appreciate the fact that the union had done much to cause the management to correct some of the earlier practices. Thus many realized the handicap of the non-unionized workers and the advantages of a collective presentation of grievances by way of the union.

Paternalism was replaced by collective bargaining and now the workers have at least a medium to voice their desire and dissatisfaction. The union has become a powerful moral and political force in the community; it has definitely come to stay. The antidote system has gone and the rust sysytem has taken its place. More important, the individual purchase of homes from the plantations at five-dollar terms has been encouraged. (1934)

...
Appreciation of the contributions of the union comes even from a student living on a non-unionsized plantation:

Nearly everyone at home agrees that we are better off without the union. We cannot disregard the fact that we may not be able to ward off the pressure and may have to join the union eventually. Most of them are not absolutely against unionization but they are glad we don't have it as yet.

After the recent Lani strike, the management raised our wages also. I can clearly see the reaction of union members when they see us receiving these benefits when we did nothing to bring them about. (1306)

Here in Hawaii where the industries have played such an important role in the economy, the standards of the laboring class had been rising slowly even before the union. It is an escapable fact though that the laborers were in want of a medium by which "their side" could be effectively relayed to management. When the unions came to Hawaii, the laborers went to the union. This student sums up the situation:

Even though organized labor is not playing a very favorable role in the eyes of the people, it is valuable to Hawaii. In my industrial society, organized labor is valuable. It is needed to define the rights of the laboring class, a strong and united voice which speaks whenever injustice is done. It is an industrial society, Hawaii has had needs organized labor. Also, from its past experiences with the plantation system and the effects of the L.W.I. Hawaii has felt and would desperately need organized labor. Under unquestionable Americanism, who are not subjected to subordinate behavior, organized labor would play a more favorable role. Though one may think that it disrupts the economy by calling a strike, the feeling will not be one of disrupting for subordinate reasons, but for some injustice done for violating a democratic principle. (1428)

A fairly prevalent attitude of qualified approval of the union is indicated in this account:

I think in general most people are in favor of unions but they are fearful of the end result and of the financial sacrifice that they must make, particularly during a strike. (1131)

Perhaps the most important change attributed to the union and looked upon favorably by the students, is the increased amount of self-assurance and self-confidence which they feel because of the power of the union, with which they identify themselves. To the management, these new attitudes no doubt appear at times as "cockiness." The following selections give evidence of this psychological change.

A Japanese boy relates an experience whereby he had applied for a job and was turned down because he didn't have any experience, the older brother who had accompanied him, he said, immediately fired up and said that it was the darn Hooker who didn't have the experience, put had the better joke. He said his brother told the man something about going to the union. A few days later, he said he was called for a part-time job. I think this shows some of the conflicts that this kind of thinking plays every day between labor and management. (1380)

One Sunday morning I was talking to my uncle and his friend, Mr. Uyehara. My uncle is 57 years old and has always been a plantation laborer. Mr. Uyehara, fifty-year old, just started out as a plantation laborer, but is now a prosperous businessman, owning his own pig farm, a restaurant, and a meat market. The three of us were talking about things in general, when Mr. Uyehara said, "Yesterday, Mr. Y. came into my restaurant and called me "Mr. Uyehara, my gentleman, how he has changed. I can well remember the time he used to call me "Uyehara" but now it's Mr. Uyehara," I laughed and asked, "How come he's so changed?"

"Because things are changed now, that's why. You younger ones may not remember, but there was a time when the banker acted just like that.

My uncle began remembering too. He said, "I can well remember an incident about ten to fifteen years ago that shows what the plantation bosses thought of us. One day I came to Mr. Y. in his car and I went up to talk to him. It happened that I touched his car window. He shouted me, "Don't touch, don't touch." He laughed at me and remembered the scene.

I told him that in talking to other people like my uncle and Mr. Uyehara, many of them feel that the plantation bosses are more pleasant and less moody than they used to be. Several of the older Japanese have remarked to me that they have been surprised at the change in Mr. Y. He comes from an old Japanese family and used to manage the plantation my uncle worked for until about ten years ago. I was very young then, but I still remember him vividly. Always dressed in white, he was extremely tall and stare-looking. All the children I know and many adults were very afraid of him. He always seemed an unpleasant and unapproachable. (1460)

A close examination of labor unions could lead to the conclusion that they provided a means for laborers to assert the influence which they do not have as individuals. This is important in our society in which such an important part is played by pressure groups. Thus, unions stand in opposition to prejudice and are exerted by the business upon government for the benefit of the individual, and the community as a whole.

There are those who, approving the present status of the laborer, feel that labor unions have served only to improve their lot. Conquering present working conditions with those existing before labor was organized, they feel that unions have been almost the only reason for the improvements. In the same vein, the present relatively high wage and standard of living have been attributed to organized labor. All of these improvements they credit to their labor leaders. This brought about a high degree of respect for these leaders among their followers. The fear and the feeling that strong leaders brought them in the past to keep them from being deserted now, is prevalent.

Neutral in Opinion - The tone of the quotations already given indicates a fair degree of objectivity on the part of many students. It would, for
instance, be impossible to take the fairly large number of discussions dealing with management-labor relations on the plantation and find them preponderantly on one side. Many of the accounts are objectively descriptive and yet are so made in the context that the impression is left of the union having a fair amount of understanding of management.

Below are excerpts illustrative of this relatively objective approach:

Most of the people in union I’ve spoken seem to feel that the labor union has been a good and a bad side. They feel that it is good because it helps the workers to bargain with the employer on more equal terms. The bad side is that sometimes the union goes too far in trying to dictate to the employer. The criticism of labor unions I’ve found is not directed against the members themselves, but against the leaders. One of the criticisms is that some of the labor leaders have been or are in particular. Much of the talk and the dispute over things are simplified and exaggerated by the management and the community.

Although it may be true that there is a lack of criticism in the unions, it is believed that they have done much for the workers. If there were not those unions, the standard of living of the workers would be something that the community would not be proud of.

It may seem strange that people who live in Hawaii should be so objective about the situation, but I think that the younger generation is beginning to see things in their true perspective, instead of getting emotional over everything that happens. Events have shown too, in the event of another waterfront strike, the people of Hawaii will not share, nor will union leaders be influenced upon them. (458)

At the present time, there appears to be a marked division between those who support organized labor and those who are in favor. Much of the opposition can be attributed to a general fear of Communism and the belief that unions policies are dictated by them.

Whether one supports or opposes organized labor is extremely dependent upon the type of group with which the individual community associates. Thus, businessmen and specialists employed by companies oppose organized labor. White-collar workers and those who do not consider themselves unskilled generally are in opposition also. However, those who work with their hands, and who have benefited from the efforts of labor, are in favor of their organization. There are many liberal-minded people, also, who feel that labor unions are basically a benefit. (370)

Now relations between union and non-union members seem to be better. Lately I haven’t heard of any more rash, harsh feelings, in a way these are strongest during a strike.

whether all this was worth while or not is debatable. Some say the union has brought them financial. Others say it hasn’t affected them either way. Regardless, no one has gone bankrupt due to the union. The union has given the employee more power than before. Now they have the security they needed, while they did not before going directly into the question I want to say that my opinions on organized labor are both pro and con and that I have come to a definite conclusion of the role in Hawaii so that this paper is merely trying to report the opinions of people that I have been acquainted with during the time I worked in the pineapple industries. (381)

Conclusions – The greatest difficulty encountered in undertaking this project was in the organization of these compiled papers. Now as only points relevant to the study were sought, this study by virtue of its purpose was governed by what these students had to say. While the materials were readily accessible and abundant, most of the students discussed the labor-management subject only in part, not devoting themselves exclusively to it. It is a fact that a particular place in the study, whether it is attributed to management, the union, or just the situation, were more vividly remembered than pleasant.

Problems – It must be emphasized, among the limitations of this study, that this study has attempted to interpret the experiences and reactions of a restricted group of students (members in Community Forum) and it is not to be assumed that these opinions necessarily reflect the opinions of the students of the University of Hawaii at all out of the population as a whole. The materials are, furthermore, written reports, and not face-to-face contacts through interviews. Students worked at random on choices of several subjects and nowhere is it possible to classify which students were typically pro or anti-labor. Many are able to express themselves vividly, and tend to stress the detriments and to give unequal weight to the favorable aspects. There exists, also, the question as to the degree of accuracy and honesty as against the falsity (intentional or unintentional) in the statements, depending on the motives in writing a "term paper." The writer himself believes further data of interest could be developed if there were a follow-up by questionnaires and directed interviews.
The Temperance League of Hawaii inductively precipitated this research into the subject of "Alcohol and Crime," the results of which are herein reported. It all started when a representative of the Temperance League wrote up the following story of an interview with Oahu Prison officials for the organization's publication.

BOOZE HIT AS CHIEF CAUSE OF CRIME BY LOCAL WARDEN

"Eliminate liquor as a causative factor in the causes of men and women incarcerated in Oahu Prison, and the population would drop to an appreciable extent," Warden Joe C. Harper said emphatically when asked recently concerning the relationship of boozes and crime in Hawaii.

William P. Motto, Deputy Warden of the prison and Mr. Harper's assistant who was also present at the interview, nodded in agreement.

"We have 645 inmates at present," Mr. Motto said, "and of these, approximately 35 are at Rinald Prison Camp on Oahu, 80 of which, and the remainder are at Oahu Prison. An undetermined percentage of these men and women are true alcoholic personalities and the crimes they have committed are either directly or indirectly the result of their alcoholism. Another, a somewhat larger group, are here because of crimes they have perpetrated under the influence of intoxicants, or which were committed when their faculties were under the compulsion of obtaining money to buy liquor. Together, roughly, these two groups represent 50 to 60 per cent of the total prison population, so you can readily see that alcohol plays a major role in the incidence of crime in this community.

When questioned regarding the rehabilitation prospects of prison inmates in general and those with an alcoholic background in particular, Warden Harper was emphatic in stating that a primary concern should be to eliminate the use of alcohol from the men's lives.

"Unless alcohol is relegated to the background and kept there," Mr. Harper said, "the prospects for a parole with an alcoholic background making good on the outside when he is released from here, is very unfavorable. Our records show indubitably that a very high percentage of parolees return to serve the balance of their sentence for parole violations, in an attempt to get the use of alcohol. For this reason, we view very favorably any attempts at alcoholic education and rehabilitation conducted among the inmates by Alcohol Anonymous, the Temperance League of Hawaii, or similar organizations. It is my conviction that many of the inmates here at present due to crimes arising from the use of alcohol might very well have been useful citizens today had they received an earlier education in the dangers inherent in drinking.

"It costs the Territory approximately $1,000 annually to feed, clothe and maintain an inmate at Oahu Prison," Warden Harper said, "and when you multiply this by the several hundred inmates who are incarcerated directly or indirectly as the result of alcohol, it becomes apparent at once that alcohol is costing the taxpayers of this community a great deal of money as we don't ordinarily consider a liquor bill.

The prison authorities, subsequent to the publication of this report, thought that their views had been overemphasized, and that the conclusions drawn from them were inadequately qualified. It was further realized that they had been expressing judgments based on many years of experience and not judgments based on facts derived from any systematic study of the subject. A request was therefore, made to have some students do research on this matter.

It was agreed that the method of procedure was to consist solely of searching the case records of all inmates under the jurisdiction of the Oahu Prison System as of December, 1949, for data on "Alcohol using characteristics" of the prison population classified in the prison records. A total of 668 inmates fell into four classes as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. First Offenders</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Probation Violators</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Parole Violators</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Parole Violators</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following terms and definitions denoting the status of the inmates in relation to the use of alcohol were established.

1. Chronic Alcoholic: one who has had previous charges of drunkenness, one who is unable to hold a job, who has a general continuous pattern of heavy drinking.

2. Periodic Drinker: one who had a fairly steady work record, but had occasional bouts, and who has frequently been a problem to his family.
3. Social Drinker: A person who has no previous drinking charges, whose drinking is no way disrupts his life, and usually does not become seriously in-considerate.


It was also agreed that the relationship between the "use of alcohol" and "criminality" would be studied as follows:

1. General: Contributed in an indirect manner to the commission of a crime.

2. Specific: Involved directly with the crime, i.e., drunk while committing the crime, stealing money to buy liquor, etc.

It was realized that the case record material would have to be evaluated in order for data to be tabulated according to the rather roughly defined characteristics which had been stipulated. A maximum of objectivity in evaluation was sought through preliminary orientation of the students doing the research to the nature of the records, and by having the students occasionally "cross check" their tabulations of the cases being read.

Use of Alcohol Among First Offenders

The "alcohol-using" characteristics of the 327 first offenders who constituted approximately one-half of the prison population studied, were found to be distributed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Drinker</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Drinker</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic Drinker</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Drinker</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstentious</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Record</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>327</td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This indicated that over 56% of these inmates were social drinkers, while slightly over 32% were chronic drinkers.

There were 72 cases in which a specific relationship existed between the use of alcohol and the commission of a crime and in 52 cases a general relationship was found to exist. There was no relationship found in the other 193 cases in this particular group. It was observed that among the chronic and periodic drinkers, the use of alcohol had a more specific relationship to the crime committed.

There was no strong indication one way or another that the use of alcohol was related to the commission of crimes by persons alone or in groups. The data in Table I does not suggest a predominant pattern of any sort.

---

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Type of Drinker</th>
<th>Chronic</th>
<th>Periodic</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Abstentious</th>
<th>No Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>327</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few other interesting facts about this group of inmates are collected. The educational level, as might be expected, was low with a majority lacking anything above an eighth grade education. The median age of these first offenders was 26 while the median age of the chronic alcoholic was 33 which agrees with a commonly held notion that the chronic alcoholic is usually an "older" person.

The social histories of these inmates, in almost all cases, revealed personal instability and social disorganization. The commission of crime seemed imperative, rather than planned, based on decisions of the moment consistent with well-established patterns of erratic behavior. The use of alcohol seemed also to be associated with these psycho-social characteristics, and thus is indicated a general association of alcoholism with criminal behavior.

Use of Alcohol Among Probation Violators

The "alcohol-using" characteristics of the 103 probation violators, were found to be distributed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Drinker</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Drinker</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic Drinker</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Drinker</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstentious Drinker</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>106</td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A probation violator is one who fails to meet the conditions of a probation such as, reporting to the probation officer, abstaining from the use of liquor, avoiding dangerous places, remaining off the streets late at night, avoiding the use of narcotics, not carrying firearms and other specified conditions.

There were 29 cases found in which a specific relationship existed between the use of alcohol and the commission of a crime and in 16 cases, a general relationship was found to exist. There was no relationship found in the other 37 cases in this particular group.

The median age of the probation violators was 24 while the median age of the chronic alcoholics in the group was nearly identical with what was found among the first offenders.

The social histories of these inmates in most instances revealed personal instability and social disorganization.

### Use of Alcohol Among Parole Repeaters

The 219 parole repeaters represent those inmates in Oahu Prison who were placed on parole more than once and whose paroles were revoked because of their committing another crime and thus violating parole regulations. This is the recidivist group, the "three times kneers." This group is significant because a large proportion of all crimes committed can be attributed to them. A large part of the work of the police, the courts, and the penal and reformatory institutions is concentrated on recidivists. They provide more than their share of the failures on parole and more than their share of disciplinary problems in the institution.

The parole repeaters are those persons in the prison population who, because of such factors as personal inadequacies, economic situations beyond their individual control, and association with the criminal milieu, have failed to make a satisfactory social adjustment. Their social histories include one or more periods of "rehabilitation," which must be considered unsuccessful.

The 219 parole repeaters were found to be distributed, according to "alcohol-using" characteristics, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Per cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Drinker</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic Drinker</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Drinker</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstinent</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Record</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>219</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This shows that approximately one-third were chronic drinkers, which when added to the numbers of chronic drinkers, constitutes roughly fifty per cent of the group. The proportion of "heavy drinkers" is thus somewhat greater here than among the probation violators and much greater than among the first offenders studied.

A specific relationship between alcohol and the latest crime committed was found in 43% of the cases involving those inmates classified as chronic drinkers. A little over 40 per cent of the cases involving periodic drinkers showed a similar relationship. These same inmates were also found to have had alcohol mixed up with earlier offenses but to a markedly lesser extent, 61 per cent in the case of the chronic drinkers and 29 per cent in the case of the periodic drinkers. The difference between the earlier and later situations suggests that the inmates involved, instead of having their alcohol-using habits constructively modified, got these habits firmly established. The data on this point for all parole repeaters studied indicated that:

- 23 per cent of their first offenses were specifically associated with the use of alcohol.
- 55 per cent of their second offenses were specifically associated with the use of alcohol.

There was no real indication, one way or another, as with first offenders, that any relationship existed among parole repeaters as far as use of alcohol and commission of crimes alone or in groups was concerned.

The median age at the time of first commitment to Oahu Prison was found to be about 21 while the median age at last commitment was about 30, facts which differ from the findings on first offenders.

A total of 100 cases of the 219 parole repeaters under jurisdiction of the Oahu Prison System as of December, 1949, were selected at random for special study as to the extent of social disorganization, as evidenced by certain conditions reflected in their social histories as compiled by the prison authorities. The following facts were ascertained:

1. 67 per cent of the inmates came from broken homes where one parent had died, or where the home was disorganized due to divorce, separation, or desertion.
2. 96 per cent of the inmates were 13 years of age or under when their homes were broken.
3. 71 per cent of the broken homes in which the inmates grew up were in the low economic group.
4. The inmates from broken homes, on the average, had only a fifth grade education.
5. These inmates committed their first legal offenses against society, on the average, when they were 12 years old.
6. 64 per cent of the inmates from broken homes spent time in reform schools as juvenile delinquents.
7. A great deal of neglect, mistreatment, and lack of supervision of the inmates as children, by parents and others, was noted.
8. The existence of many adverse socio-psychological factors among these inmates' parents as evidenced by alcoholism, crime, mental illnesses and deficiencies, suicide, multiple marriages, common-law relationships, and illegitimacy, was frequently noted.
9. 79 per cent of the inmates were single men.

These results of a study of 100 cases, if they may be considered at all typical, suggest that alcoholism is just another part of the total situation. The developmental pattern, in most cases, seems to follow a particular sequence, as lack of supervision in childhood makes for truancy, delinquencies follow, then reform school, and finally, Oahu Prison. The use of alcohol becomes apparently in a later development, and is a factor associated with, rather than causative of, criminal behavior.

### Use of Alcohol Among Parole Violators

The 41 parole violators represent those inmates in Oahu Prison who were recommitted because of some violation of parole conditions. A parole
violation may involve the commission of a crime, or, as is usually the case, some infraction of parole regulations, e.g., failure to report regularly to the parole officer or failure to abstain from liquor.

The findings on this group of inmates indicated that about 58 per cent could be classified as heavy drinkers. A third of them were found to have committed their original (final) criminal acts while using or attempting to procure alcohol, while about the same proportion returned to prison from parole because of the use of alcohol.

The median age of these inmates at the time of first commitment was 24 while the median age on recommitment was 30, a situation comparable to that existing for parole repeaters.

The educational background of these inmates were found to be limited with 37 of them having had the equivalent of a sixth grade education or less.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The data collected regarding the "alcohol using characteristics" of the 669 inmates of the Oahu Prisons system according to their prison classifications as of December, 1949, is summarized in Table II which plainly shows that a very high percentage of the inmates studied used alcohol in a greater or lesser extent. A relatively small proportion however could be classified as "chronic drinkers" while a larger group, approximately 37 per cent, could be classified as "periodic drinkers." These two groups combined, represented about 41 per cent of the prison population. This is a pretty high figure, but whether it is markedly different from what one would find, assuming it were possible to do so, with respect to the "alcohol using characteristics" of the adult population, especially the male adult population of the community at large, is a moot question.

Table II


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chronic</th>
<th>Periodic</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Abstemious</th>
<th>No Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Offenders</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probation Violators</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parole Repeaters</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parole Violators</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data collected regarding the relationship between the "use of alcohol" and commission of crimes by the 669 inmates studied is summarized in Table III, and here again, assuming the figures on a comparable basis, one finds that a "specific relationship between alcohol and crime" could only be counted in about 24 per cent of the cases examined. The figures on the same point when related to the inmate classifications, do not differ from the over-all figures, percentage-wise, enough to warrant special attention.

Table III


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Specific Relationship to Alcohol</th>
<th>General Relationship to Alcohol</th>
<th>No Relationship to Alcohol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
<td>No. %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>669</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>249</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>278</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Offenders</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probation Violators</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parole Repeaters</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parole Violators</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures do not tally with the "50 to 65 per cent" figures attributed by the Temperance League of Hawaii to represent the calculated judgment of the officials of the Oahu Prison System some time late in 1949.

This study did reveal the significant fact that the "use of alcohol" is essentially one of many symptoms or evidences of personal-social disorganization. The social characteristics of the 100 parole repeaters whose records were specially examined, can not leave one in any doubt on this point.

A person is thus led to conclude further that it's the social cost of "improper drinking" that should concern us so much as it is the vastly higher social cost of personal-social disorganization. It behooves us to learn the causes of these conditions and to set to work to prevent and control them by improving those social institutions which are supposed to be concerning themselves with the social well-being of each and every individual living in our social milieu.

March 1953

*This category includes all those cases in which the record did not indicate a specific or general relationship between the commission of a crime and the use of alcohol.
The role of the correctional or industrial school in reforming the youthful offender who is committed to such an institution has been widely discussed for many years. It has been contended by some authorities in the field that such institutions could correct and have corrected the antisocial behavior patterns of persons committed to them. It has been also contended that such institutions tended to conform, i.e., crystallize and perpetuate the antisocial behavior patterns of persons committed to them. The question of recidivism, it could be argued under such circumstances, was entirely an academic one since the basic antisocial or criminal pattern, especially when exhibited at an early age, was never really changed.

The Waialua Training School for Boys, established in 1900 and in 1956 moved and named the Koolau Boys School, has similarly been discussed and "cruised" over the years. It has on several occasions served as a sort of laboratory for social research into the general question of "Correction or Confirmation." One study of the social adjustment of boys discharged from Waialua was initiated by Mr. Dennis Froeh, Superintendent at the school from 1930-1944. A list of boys discharged from Waialua was compiled for the years 1918-1944. These lists were then compared with records of the Oahu Prisons System to determine how many "graduates of Waialua," so to speak, "matriculated at Oahu Prisons." The findings of this study were analyzed by Mr. William Motte, then Boys' Counselor at Waialua (at present Deputy Warden at Oahu Prison), who concluded that:

1. of boys entering Waialua on their twelfth birthday, 100 per cent will end up in Oahu Prison before they reach the age of twenty years and six months;
2. of boys entering Waialua on their twelfth and thirteenth years, 50 per cent will end up in Oahu Prison before they reach the age of twenty years and six months;
3. of boys entering Waialua on their fifteenth birthday, 15 per cent will end up in Oahu Prison before they reach the age of twenty years and six months.

These alarming conclusions were published by the Territorial Department of Institutions for the purpose, according to Mr. Thomas B. Vance, Director, of:

1. arousing public awareness of the need for preventive programs especially geared to children below the age of twelve;
2. arousing public concern about the inadequacy of the existing institutional programs; and
3. gaining legislative support for improvements in the institutional programs.

This 1944 study, unfortunately, was never published and even an official file copy does not seem to exist. The serious nature of the conclusions prompted this study's inquiry into the nature of the 1944 study, a search for other studies on the subject, and an independent compilation of data on boys discharged from Waialua during the years 1939 thru 1945 and subsequently committed to Oahu Prison. This study research clearly up several questions: challenges the conclusions of the 1944 study, and charts the way for more research on the entire subject.

1944 Study by Froeh and Motte. The 1944 study, as far as can be ascertained, was a serious, objectively handled piece of research. The total number of boys studied, in the aggregate, is unknown. The study, however, did include twelve boys who were actually twelve years of age at the time of commitment. This means that for those few youngsters at least, the community from whence they came had been concerned about their serious antisocial behavior for some time and that no appropriate social services existed in the community for handling them. The boys committed to Waialua during their twelfth year, but not on their twelfth birthday, were counted in with the thirteen-year-old group. The study conclusions would have justified reexamination of the data on the boys in the twelve- and thirteen-year-old groups on a separate basis. The actual numbers of boys in these age groups are unknown but one can justifiably assume that there were not many of them. The facts, as compiled, were not to be repudiated. The conclusions drawn on the basis of the facts compiled, however, could not be contradicted. It would have been more appropriate, on the basis of the data compiled, to conclude that a positive correlation seemed to exist between early commitment to Waialua and failure in correction.

1938 Study by Miller. A "Follow-Up Study of Fifty Former Waialua Training School Boys," made by Mrs. Elizabeth Miller in 1938, revealed some interesting findings on this point. A very searching study was made of a sample of fifty boys released from Waialua prior to 1932 who have been committed from Honolulu. These boys had been out of the institution at least five years before the study was conducted. It was found that out of the fifty cases studied, twenty were poorly adjusted. The following tabulation adapted from Miller's study points up some interesting facts:

The inquiry into the 1944 study was made by Patrick E. Oba while registered in the Social Work 200 class, University of Hawaii, first semester, 1949-1950 school year.

2 A thesis submitted to the Graduate Division of the University of Hawaii in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Education, June, 1938.

3 Ishii, p. 75, Table VI.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Totals</th>
<th>Well Adjusted</th>
<th>Poorly Adjusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial Ancestry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-Hawaiian</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rican</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above median age at commitment</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below median age at commitment</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An analysis of the relationship between post-discharge adjustment and age at time of commitment, according to Miller, showed that

4 Of the twenty-two who were above the median age at commitment, i.e., age 13.0 years, eighty-three or 6.8 percent were well adjusted. Of the twenty-eight who were below the median age at commitment, twelve or 41.4 percent were well adjusted. Of the twenty-one in prison and on parole, ten were under the median age at commitment.5

The Miller study, as far as can be ascertained, was not referred to at the time of the 1944 study, though the two studies did arrive at certain conclusions which could have been somewhat correlated. The Miller study, however, revealed some diffusion or "scatter" and analysis of the data suggested at best, only a higher correlation between low age at time of commitment to Waiale and poor adjustment after discharge from the institution. There were five boys out of the fifty studied by Miller, who were committed to Waiale before becoming age twelve and four boys committed at age twelve, one of whom was in Oahu Prison at the time the study was being conducted. These nine boys, representing 18 percent of the group studied, were not singled out for special examination. 5

1950 Study by Bita. A completely independent study of boys discharged from Waiale during the years 1939 thru 1945, was made in 1950 for the purpose of finding out

1. the extent of recidivism in general, and
2. the relationship between recidivism and age at time of commitment to Waiale School.

4 Ibid., page 82.
5 Ibid., page 26.
6 This research was done by Clarence M. Bita while registered in the Social Work 230 class, University of Hawaii, second semester, 1969-1970 school year.

The records of the Division of Parole and Home Placement of the Territorial Department of Institutions were used to set up an alphabetically arranged list of boys according to year of discharge from the Waiale School. The index card records of the Department of Parole and Home Placement were set up alphabetically but no record, according to actual year of discharge, was being kept. The index cards showed "date of majority", i.e., time of twentieth birthday, and the lists of "discharged boys" therefore really represent boys who were technically, i.e., legally and/or actually discharged. The actual number of boys discharged in each of the years reviewed, would really be different from the number gotten by the method which had to be used. It is impossible to estimate what difference, if any, this factor bears on the final results.

The full name, birth date, race, and date of first commitment to Waiale were secured for each boy listed. The Oahu Prison card index file on inmates was subsequently searched for names of the boys on the Waiale list. The case folders at both places had to be used for purposes of verifying "matched records" and securing data not shown on the index cards.

A total of approximately 20 names were excluded from the lists of discharged boys due to recorded reasons of

1. death,
2. transfers to other institutions, such as hospitals, and institution for the mentally deficient,
3. release to other jurisdictions, e.g., mainland.

A total of 220 boys were listed as having been discharged from Waiale during the years 1939 thru 1945. The overall amount of recidivism for this group of boys, as measured by commitment to Oahu Prison, and the amount of recidivism within each "annual crop" of discharges, is shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Discharged from Waiale</th>
<th>Subsequently Committed to Oahu Prison</th>
<th>Percent of Recidivism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The slightly lower rate of recidivism among the boys discharged in 1943 and 1944 may be partly explained by the fact that these were "war years" and the boys were either drafted or found opportunities for adjusting well on jobs which were relatively abundant and which paid well. The petty
constant figure on rate of recidivism, except for the years 1943 and 1944, may in itself be suggestive of a constant factor of some sort.

The relationship between age at time of commitment to Waiakea and recidivism as measured by subsequent commitment to Oahu Prison is shown in Table III.

### TABLE III. BOYS DISCHARGED FROM WAIATEA DURING THE YEARS 1939 THRU 1945 AND SUBSEQUENTLY COMMITTED TO OAHU PRISON ACCORDING TO AGE (2 YEAR INTERVALS) AT TIME OF COMMITMENT TO WAIATEA SCHOOL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age on Commitment to Waiakea</th>
<th>Discharged from Waiakea</th>
<th>Committed to Oahu Prison</th>
<th>Percent of Recidivism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>323</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 thru 15</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 thru 15</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 thru 17</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 and Over</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noteworthy that the three boys under age twelve were age ten and a half, nine, and eight respectively when committed. The one committed at age ten and a half was subsequently sent to Oahu Prison.

The same data, when tabulated according to one year age intervals, as shown in Table IV, rather than according to two year intervals, does not reveal any significant differences in the results on percentage of recidivism.

### TABLE IV. BOYS DISCHARGED FROM WAIATEA DURING THE YEARS 1939 THRU 1945 AND SUBSEQUENTLY COMMITTED TO OAHU PRISON ACCORDING TO AGE (ONE YEAR INTERVALS) AT TIME OF COMMITMENT TO WAIATEA SCHOOL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age on Commitment to Waiakea</th>
<th>Discharged from Waiakea</th>
<th>Committed to Oahu Prison</th>
<th>Percent of Recidivism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>323</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 16</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 to 18</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 and Over</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The racial antecedents of these boys are shown in Table V so that one may make some comparisons with the Miller data.

### TABLE V. BOYS DISCHARGED FROM WAIATEA DURING THE YEARS 1939-1945 AND SUBSEQUENTLY COMMITTED TO OAHU PRISON ACCORDING TO RACIAL EXTRACTION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racial Extraction</th>
<th>Discharged from Waiakea</th>
<th>Committed to Oahu Prison</th>
<th>Percent of Recidivism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>323</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Hawaiian</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fijian</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Others</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of this study seem, by implication, to tie in more closely with the conclusions of Miller's research than with those of the findings of the 1944 study by Fronk and Motie. The contention that the rate of recidivism increases as the age of commitment to Waiakea decreases, and vice versa, was not borne out by this latest investigation. The study showed a random distribution of various, relatively low, rates of recidivism, and no definite pattern could be ascertained. The over-all rate of recidivism, i.e., 19.2 percent, seems low and it is undoubtedly fair to assume that the rate would be found to be actually higher if all of the relevant facts could be ascertained.

### CONCLUSION

The three studies that have been done on this particular subject do not really answer any questions and therefore lead one to conclude that more research needs to be done regarding the causes of anti-social behavior and regarding methods of effective treatment and control. The 1939 study by Fronk and Motie which were, for various perhaps plausible reasons, widely publicized, it is certainly very apparent that systematic study of what happens to boys committed to the correctional institutions should be undertaken. The method utilized by Fronk, assuming that better records were kept by the official agencies involved, could serve as a guide for compiling statistical data on a continuous basis. This would necessarily have to be supplemented by case studies of a sample of the same population. The case studies would undoubtedly produce information regarding the social-personal characteristics of the population and would also reveal the nature of the relationship between these boys and the various community agencies which work at controlling and correcting their respective situations. It is not likely that much real progress can be made in this field until more basic knowledge is acquired regarding the many intricate facets of human behavior and until this knowledge is applied to the everyday working relationships between law enforcement and social agencies and those persons in our population who are exhibiting anti-social behavior. It is further apparent from these particular studies that if anti-social behavior is not detected and treated early in a person's life, the social and personal consequences are quite likely to be serious and of long duration.
THE HONOLULU RENT CONTROL SURVEY OF 1952

Douglas F. Todd, Jr. and Henry F. Hall

In recent decades, there has been an increasing use of research personnel by governmental and private agencies for the study of economic and social behavior to assist in policy decisions affecting the welfare of millions of Americans. Although this type of research has long been utilized by the federal government and major business corporations, it is relatively new in the case of local government. The Honolulu Rent Control Survey of 1952 is significant in that it represents the use of a scientific field study to gather the necessary information to help determine a major policy in regard to a local social problem. This paper concerns itself with the methodological implications of the study and an elaboration of the problems and techniques involved in this effort.

The problem of rent control is a community is generally created by the conflict of interests of two major segments of the population: the landlords and the tenants. In our economic system, landlords are investors of capital whose attitude, on the whole, is inclined toward stressing the scarcity of free enterprise and the right of individuals to compete for profit. This attitude is naturally opposed to that of the tenants who hold that the exploitation of private capital is a practice that should be regulated and controlled in the interest of the general public. In an attempt to bring about an equitable adjustment of this conflict of interests, many American cities have set up a rent control agency. In the case of Honolulu the need for such an agency is clearly assumed in its Rent Control Ordinance. In the language of the ordinance, the objective of rent control is

...to prevent speculative, unwanted and abnormal increases in rent, excessive or unjust, unreasonable, oppressive rents and rental agreements, overcrowding occupying of untenantable dwellings, speculative, manipulative and disruptive practices by landlords of housing accommodations, and other acts and conditions endangering the public health, safety, welfare, and morals... and to allow at the same time, to landlords, fair and equitable rents on their housing accommodations.

On the basis of this official statement, it is evident that, while the Board of Supervisors of the City and County of Honolulu did not believe in an unrestricted free market for housing, it was committed to upholding the principle of fair rents as the landlord policies affecting the welfare of millions of Americans. Although this type of research has long been utilized by the federal government and major business corporations, it is relatively new in the case of local government. The Honolulu Rent Control Survey of 1952 is significant in that it represents the use of a scientific field study to gather the necessary information to help determine a major policy in regard to a local social problem. This paper concerns itself with the methodological implications of the study and an elaboration of the problems and techniques involved in this effort.

In the spring of 1952, the question as to whether rent control in Honolulu should be continued was raised. To make a more permanent decision on the question, the Board of Supervisors directed the Mayor to appoint a Citizens' Rental Committee to conduct a fact finding investigation. Considering the nature and objectives of rent control in Honolulu, one would have expected the Citizens' Rental Committee to include in its investigation a three-fold purpose to use (1) if the congested situation still existed; (2) if the law as enacted was performing its stated functions of preventing "speculative, unwanted and abnormal increases in rent"; and (3) what actions could be taken in view of existing federal legislations on the subject. But as it turned out, the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors were merely interested in information regarding one point: Was there or were there not a rental housing shortage? More specifically stated, the information sought involved the demand for and the supply of rental units in Honolulu.

As a step toward obtaining this desired information, the Citizens' Rental Committee conducted a series of public hearings. In these hearings, the spokesmen of the landlords testified that the housing shortage was not serious enough to constitute a "public danger" and that both the rate of tenant turnover and the frequency and duration of vacance were greater than at the end of World War II. Most of the evidences presented to substantiate these claims were of an indirect nature. For instance, to prove the absence of a serious housing shortage, the spokesmen of landlords attempted to show a trend toward a better balance between population increase and construction of new residential units with official data which may be summarized in the following manner. In the six years immediately preceding the war, 1926-1941, the estimated population of the City and County of Honolulu rose from 216,861 to 333,008. This increase was accompanied by the construction of a total of 13,147 new residential units. Between 1945 and 1950, although there was considerable population fluctuation, the number of inhabitants in the city and county declined from 329,565 to 323,517. While the decline was a little over 5,000, the number of new residential units constructed totaled 12,789. Moreover, from the time rent control went into effect in 1941 through 1949, the population of the City and County of Honolulu increased by approximately 50,000 whereas new residential units constructed during the same period numbered no less than 17,000, which yielded a ratio of about one new residential unit for each four persons added to the population. On the basis of this type of evidence, it was concluded that the housing shortage in Honolulu was no longer critical.

In presenting this argument, the spokesmen of landlords ignored a very important fact. They assumed that all new residential units were being constructed old ones would not fall into a state of dilapidation. As a matter of fact, at least 4,000 residential units were torn down or converted to non-residential use between 1941 and 1952. This fact alone would have substantially changed the ratio between the population increase and the total number of available residential units.

From the other direction, indirect evidences were likewise introduced by the Hawaii Housing Authority in support of its conclusions that the need for residential rental units was still critical. As included in its Annual Report of 1951, for example, the Hawaii Housing Authority cites

Board Resolution No. 373 authorized the Mayor to appoint the Citizens' Rental Committee "to make a survey of rental units, as to ascertain whether there is a shortage or surplus of rental units and in what price brackets."

All this material was included in a letter to the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors, dated June 17, 1952, on the topic of the "Extension of Rent Control" written by Paul Sievers.

The Hawaii Housing Authority was created by the Territorial Legislature in accordance with Federal law, the state aid item is "to provide homes for families who are unable to secure safe, sanitary and decent homes at prices they can afford."
comparative figures for marriage and building permits over a period of four years in the City and County of Honolulu and concludes that "the housing supply...approximates less than 50 per cent of the new families." This conclusion assumed that young people would be looking for housing on the rental market immediately after marriage. It failed, for one thing, to take into account a substantial proportion of those who choose to continue to live in parental homes.

The citing of these opposite conclusions is not intended to discredit the testimony of either group. It merely serves to demonstrate how difficult it is to relate mass statistical data to a concrete situation when no special research has been conducted to determine the relationships between the various factors involved in the situation. Even if the Citizens' Rental Committee had conceded that the tenant turnover and vacancy ratio in 1952 were greater than those in 1945 or 1946, it still would not know how many or what proportion of the rental units were vacant and awaiting occupancy at the time the problem of rent control extension came up in 1953.

As the hearings turned out to be unsatisfactory, the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors enacted an ordinance which merely requested landlords to register their vacancies, and tenants their needs, with the Committee. The obvious purpose was to gather information concerning the supply-demand situation on the rental market. This attempt was unsuccessful because both landlords and tenants did not comply with the request.

The results of these futile efforts finally convinced the Committee that a non-partisan agency should be asked to conduct a survey so that more accurate and pertinent information on the housing situation in Honolulu could be collected. In July, 1952, therefore, the Committee approached the Legislative Reference Bureau of the University of Hawaii and before long a research team was organized and set to make preparations for the Honolulu Rent Control Survey.

The limitation of time and money, the availability of trained personnel, and the degree of accuracy of the findings desired are all practical survey problems. These problems have to be given careful consideration in determining the research organization, the delimitation of the areas of study, the sample design, and the extent to which subsidiary investigations can be made.

In the Honolulu Rent Control Survey, because of the limitation of time and money, and the scarcity of trained personnel, the research team was made up of four trained men. These four men were responsible for (1) creating the design; (2) selecting, training, and supervising interviewers; and (3) coding, labeling, and analyzing data.

With these practical limitations in mind, the research team defined the field problem in Honolulu as involving the collection of data in four general areas: (1) the market characteristics of privately owned rental housing; (2) the behavior of the rental price structure under rent control; (3) background information and opinions of the tenant population; and (4) opinions of the landlord population. These data were to be obtained by interviewing a representative sample of tenants and by submitting a questionnaire to the landlords of these representative tenants.

A tenant schedule and a landlord questionnaire were then prepared for pre-testing. These pre-tests were conducted to determine whether (1) the respondents had the required information to answer the questions; (2) the respondents were willing to answer the questions; (3) the questions were so phrased as to mean clearly the same thing to all the respondents; and (4) the questions were so worded as to facilitate the actual interview.

In the absence of any summary information on rental housing in Honolulu, it was decided that the universe should include the estimated 41,400 registered rental units which were on the active files of the Honolulu Rent Control Commission's Office and that a five per cent random sample be taken from this universe. Considering the size of the universe and the expected range of variations in terms of the frequency and durations of vacancies, age of housing units, and the rents charged in different areas, this sample was adequate. And, in order to avoid bias, each unit in the sample was selected at random, which meant that conditions were so arranged that every unit in the universe would have an equal chance of being selected for the study.

It should be pointed out that the estimated 41,400 registered units included apartments, single dwelling units, and rooms in rooming houses. In the Office of the Rent Control Commission, the records of these units were filed alphabetically by street name. In each street, the units were ordered numerically from low to high. Except for small rooms in rooming houses, the record of each dwelling unit was filed in a separate folder. Thus an apartment house with ten apartments had ten separate folders, whereas, a rooming house with a number of rooms generally had a single folder. The records of all these active units in the city of Honolulu (census tracts 1 to 28) were placed in 336 folder drawers.

After examining the records on the active file, a basic data form was prepared. This form provided space for recording the address of the rental units, type of rental unit, ceiling rent, and other information including the name and address of the landlord. Assisted by fifteen University of Hawaii students, the research team proceeded to select the sample. Each worker was assigned to a number of folder drawers and was instructed to pick the first dwelling unit at random and every 20th dwelling unit thereafter.

*The phrase "data on the behavior of the rental price structure under rent control" is not to be confused with "the effect of rent control on the rental price structure." To make any statements regarding the latter, one would have to know exactly what would have happened to the rental price structure if there had been no rent control.

A schedule refers to a question form which is to be filled out by an interviewer in recording the oral answers of the respondent. A questionnaire refers to a question form which is filled out by the respondent himself.
after and to fill out the basic data form. Each basic data form was then assigned a serial number. In addition, two other numbers denoting census tract and type of unit were also assigned.

While these basic data forms were being classified and routed, the interviewers were given an intensive training in the techniques of interviewing. Thereafter they were sent into the field which was divided into 20 areas on the basis of census tracts. Interviewers were organized in teams of about five each under a supervisor and were responsible for the interviewing of an area. Every individual interviewer was assigned a number of dwelling units in terms of their proximity, was given the basic data forms, and was told that the interviewee must be an adult.

At the beginning of the interviewing, it was found that people residing in different areas were at home at different times of the day. Accordingly, the entire time schedule was rearranged to facilitate interviewer-interviewee contact. In cases where an interviewer could not contact an interviewee at an assigned address after three calls, another interviewee from another dwelling unit might be substituted provided the latter had the same landlord, lived in the same type of unit, and had similar tenant characteristics, i.e., ethnic background, family size, etc. Otherwise, the interviewers were required to call back until the interview was completed.

To assure the reliability and validity of every interview, the interview quality controls were designed to reduce to the minimum possible errors from (1) interviewer bias, (2) interviewer dishonesty, and (3) improper use of interview technique.

An interviewer bias is an error introduced into the interview situation by the personal attitudes and expectations of the interviewer. These traits are largely unconscious, but may exert a significant effect on the results of an interview. In many cases the differences in attitudes and expectations of interviewers will tend to offset each other. However, the uncertainty of this requires some systematic control over possible distortions.

The first step taken toward the minimization of interviewer bias in the rent control survey was to train the interviewers to read the questions exactly as they were written and with uniform inflections. They were then taught a series of alternative words to be employed in case the respondent should fail to understand the meaning of the terms used. At the same time, they were repeatedly cautioned to ask the question in its original form first.

Since any rental unit was considered a primary sample unit, it was necessary to check the contents of every folder in order to count each room in the renting house as a separate unit in the sample selection. Some of the folders were empty because the records were being processed or used for some other administrative purposes by the Commission. These empty folders were not included in the original selection. Each worker merely listed the address given on the folder tab. Subsequently the addresses taken from the empty folders were combined and arranged in alphabetical order and a five per cent sample taken. Basic data forms for this five per cent sample were completed as materials became available and were included as part of the survey.

In this survey, the largest number of call-backs made to complete a single interview was twelve.

As they went out to do actual interviewing, other devices such as re-interviewing, careful examination of interview results, etc., were employed to ferret out bias. Similar devices were utilized in checking interviewer honesty. From the standpoint of the research team, every interview completed was, to the best of the interviewer’s ability, an accurate report. Semi-weekly meetings of all the interviewers and individual training sessions were arranged to help improve the interview techniques and to correct errors that might arise from their misuse.

As a result of the employment of these sampling, interview training, and quality control techniques, it was believed that the data collected were representative of the total rental units registered with the Rent Control Commission. It should be pointed out, however, that, at the time of the survey, not all the 41,000 units were in the rental market. Of the 1960 original sample units, 328 or approximately 25 per cent were found to have been taken off the rental market.11

As soon as the interviewing of the tenants in a given area was completed, copies of the landlord questionnaire were mailed to the landlords concerned. The delay in mailing the questionnaire was considered necessary because the records of registered landlords in the office of the Rent Control Commission were not up-to-date.12 In many cases, the identification of the actual landlords had to be traced through the files of the Borough Planning Commission and the Territorial Tax Office. After all possible checks were made on the identity of the actual landlords, it was found that the 1965 rental units in the sample had 1191 separate landlords.

Of the 1965 copies of landlord questionnaires mailed, 879 or approximately 65 per cent were answered and returned. These answers came from 660 separate landlords or approximately 54 per cent of the 1261 landlords in the sample. Thus, there were 551 separate landlords who did not respond. Since the number of non-respondents appeared significant, the research team decided to find out to what extent the 660 landlords who responded were representative of the landlords in the sample. To do this, a ten per cent random sample of the non-respondent landlords was drawn and individually interviewed. The attitudes expressed by these non-respondent landlords toward rent control were then compared with those expressed by the original 660 landlord respondents. The proportions in favor of and opposed to rent control showed no significant differences between the two groups in the sample.

In an effort further to validate the adequacy of the findings, a check was made on the completeness of the registration of all rental units. It was decided that this check should be made of all the housing units in 21
randomly selected blocks within the city. After the selection was made, interviewers were dispatched to every housing unit to ascertain whether it was a rental or owner-occupied unit. Of the 826 rental units found in these sample blocks 677 or 82.1% per cent had not registered. This substantiated the general opinion that the lack of rental housing units in Honolulu was registered with the Rent Control Commission. In the opinion of the research team, therefore, the sample based on the records of the Rent Control Commission was adequate for the purpose of the survey.

Though the research team collected data bearing on the general problem of rental housing in Honolulu with a broad sociological orientation, the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors were primarily concerned with the question of the extent of housing congestion. Board Resolution No. 378 authorized the Mayor to appoint the Citizens' Rental Committee "to make a survey of rental units, so as to ascertain whether there is a shortage or a surplus of rental units and in what price brackets." Thus the principal focus of the Citizens' Rental Committee was on the question of the extent of vacancies in rental housing. The research team contributed to the decision making process only by providing scientifically accurate information bearing on this question. For this purpose, the "net vacancy rate" was developed. This is a ratio of the number of units vacant and ready for rental occupancy by single family dwelling units and apartments to the total number of such units on the rental market. The ratio was 2.4 per cent with a standard error of 0.4 per cent. This meant that the chances were 68 out of 100 that this net vacancy ratio for all such units in Honolulu was between 2.0 and 2.8 per cent and 99 out of 100 chances that it was between 1.2 and 3.6 per cent. It was further found that the vacant units had higher rental prices than the rental prices for all similar units in Honolulu.

Obviously, knowledge of the facts listed above provides no basis for a decision on rent control unless the decision were to be based solely on the amount of vacancy. A definition of what is meant by "congested housing conditions" or "shortage of rental units" is necessary. Does a vacancy ratio of 5 per cent or 10 per cent or 20 per cent represent "shortage" or "congestion"? From the point of view of the sociologist, probably the only way in which such a judgment can be made it to study the consequences of the actual vacancy ratio on the rental population. It should be noted, however, that this evaluation of consequences will implicitly or explicitly involve the value premise of the group. The determination of the value premise, of course, is outside the realm of science. In any event, once there is agreement on a criterion or a set of criteria for judgment, the actual situation can be evaluated and a decision made. With this in mind, the research team submitted its findings to the Citizens' Rental Committee which included in its report to the Mayor and the Board of Supervisors the following conclusions and suggestions:

In determining whether the City and County of Honolulu should or should not rent control, a conventional yardstick is the so-called "vacancy rate." This is computed by dividing the number of units vacant by the total number of rental units. If the ratio is low, it means that rental housing is in high demand; if the ratio is high, there is relatively little demand for rental housing at prevailing rents. A recent article in Business Week on rent control (October 4, 1955, No. 1504, p. 50) indicated that "real estate men figure that a normal ratio is about 9%."

From the findings of the rental unit survey conducted for the Citizens' Rental Committee, it would appear that in the city of Honolulu at the present time the vacancy rate is below 8%. Taking into account the units which were found to be unoccupied but not on the rental market due to their being prepared for sale, remodeled, etc. it may be concluded that the ratio of those rental units vacant and ready for occupancy is as low as 5.4%.

Should the Board conclude that this is a sufficient standard for deciding that it is necessary to continue Honolulu's rent control ordinance, we desire to bring to your attention that the vacancy ratio is not static but changes. New construction, demolitions and evictions, population movement in or out of Honolulu, and demand for rental housing due to crowded conditions such as evictions, rooming changes, etc., will all affect the vacancy ratio. Consequently, it is suggested that studies be made of changing the vacancy ratio through some form of periodic study.\textsuperscript{17}

After a careful study of this report, the administrative authorities in the City and County of Honolulu decided in favor of extension of rent control until June 30, 1955.

\textsuperscript{1}Tibbitt, op. cit.
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